
9 January 1958 

Dear Stan: 

'Thanlc you for sending me your 
artio1e on Johnny. I think you have 
done a oompletely beautiful job, I like 
the altE'rnation bebteen the intilnate and 
formal. I would not ohange a word. 

Warm greetings from both to both, 

Robert Oppenheimer 

Dr. S. Ulam 
P. O. Box 1663 
LOB Alamos, New Mexioo 

/ 
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IN REPLY 

REPER TO: 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

LOS ALAMOS SOENTIFIC LABORATORY 

(CoNTRACT W.740HNG-36) 
P.O. Box 1663 

LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO 

December 30, 1957 

Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer 
The Institute for Advanced study 
Fuld Hall 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Dear Oppie: 

Under separate cover I am sending you a tentative 
and preliminary first draft of an article on Johnny von Neumann 
which I was asked to write far the American Mathell8tical Society. 
I had to meet a deadline for sending it in to the Bulletin, so 
it was written in haste and it is still uncorrected, but there 
will be time to 118ke changes. 

If you had time to glance through it, I would be 
grateful far cOllllDents - especially what to omit or add, etc. 

- With best wishes for a happy New Year to all of you, 
from FranGoise and Claire too. 

SU/mo 

Yours as ever, 
... /r '--

S. g;Lam 
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In John von Neumann's death on February 8, 1957, the world of math-

ematics lost a moat original, penetrating, and versatile mind. Science, 

as a whole, suffered the loss of a universal intellect and a unique inter-

preter of mathematics, who could bring the latest, or beyond that, latent 

possibilities of its methods to bear on problems of physics, astonomy, 

biology, and the new technology. Many eminent voices have already described 

and praised his contributions. It is my aim to add here a brief account of 

his life and of his work from a background of personal acquaintance and 

friendship extending over a period of 25 years • 

....... 

John von Neumann (Johnny, as he was universally known in this country), 

the eldest of three boys, was born on December 28, 1903, in Btdapest, Hungary, 

at that time part of the Austro-Hungarian empire. His family was well-to-do; 

his father, Max von Neumann, was a banker. As a small child, he was educated 

privately. In 1914, at the outbreak of the First World War, he was ten years 

old and entered the gymnasium. 

Budapest, in the period of the two decades around the First World War, 

proved to be an especially fertile breeding ground for scientific talent. 

It will be left to historians of science to discover and explain the condi-

tiona which catalyzed the emergence of so many brilliant individuals -- their 

names abound in the allllB.ls of mathematics and physics of the present time. 
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Johnny was perhaps the most brilliant star in this constellation of 

scientists. When asked about his own opinion on what contributed to 

this statistically unlikely phenomenon, he would only say that it was a 

coincidence of some cultural factors which he could not make preCise, an 

external pressure on the whole society of this part of Central Europe, a 

subconscious feeling of extreme insecurity in individuals, and the necessity 

of producing the unusual or facing extinction. The First World War shattered 

the existing economic and social patterns. Budapest, formerly the second 

capital of the Austro-Bungarian elllPire, was nOW' the principal town of a 

small country. It became obvious to scientists like mathematiCians, 

phYSicists, chemists, who worked in a more universal language, that they 

would have to emigrate and find a living elsewhere in lesa restricted and 

provincial surroundings. 

* According to Fellner, who was a classmate of his, Johnny's unusual 

abilities came to the attention of his teacher (Laslo Ratz). He expressed 

to Johnny's father the opinion that it would be nonsensical to teach Johnny 

school mathematics in the conventional way, and they agreed that he should 

be privately coached in mathematics. Thus, under the guidance of Pro-

feasor Kfirschak and t he tutoring of Fekete, then an assistant at the 

University of Budapest, he learned about the problems of mathematics. 

When he passed his "matura" in 1921, he was already considered a mathemati-

ciano His first paper, a note with Fekete, was cOlJIPosed while he was not 

yet 18. During the next four years, Johnny was registered at the University 

of Budapest as a student of mathematics, but he spent most of his time in 

* This information was communicated by Fellner in a letter recalling Johnny's . 
early studies. 
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Zurich at the Eidgenos8ische Technische Hochschule where he obtained an 

undergraduate degree of "Diplomingenieur in Chem1e." He would appear at 

the end of each semester at the University in Budapest to pass his course 

examinations (without having attended the courses, which was somewhat 

irregular). He received his doctorate in mathematics in Budapest at about 

the same time 88 his chemistry degree in Zurich. While in Zurich, be spent 

much of his spare time working on mathematical problems, writing for publ1-

cation, and corresponding with mathematiCians. He had contacts with Weyl 

and Polya, both of whom were in Zurich. At one time, Weyl once left Zurich 

for a short period, and Johnny took over his course for that period. 

It should be noted that, on the whole, precocity in original msth-

ematical work was not uncommon in Europe. Compared to the United States, 

there seemed to be a difference of at least two or three years in specialized 

education, due perhaps to a =ore intensive schooling system during the gymna-

dum and college years. However, Johnny wes exceptional even BIIIOng the 

youthful prodigies. His original work began even in his student days, and 
• 

in 1927, be became a PrivatDozent at the University of Berlin. He held this 

poBit1on for three years until 1929, and during that time, becBl!1e well-known 

to the mathematiciane of the world through his publications in Bet theory, 

algebra, and quantum theory. I remember that in 1927, when he came to LwOW' 

in Poland to attend a congress of Polish mathematicians, he was already 

preceded by the fame of his work in foundations of mathematics and set 

theory. This was already mentioned to us, a group of students, 88 an 

e~le of the work of a youthful BBnius. 

In 1929, he transferred to the University of RBI!1burg, also as a Privat-

Dozent, and in 1930, he came to this country for the first time as a visiting 
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lecturer at Princeton UniverB1ty. I remember Johnny telling me that even 

though the number of existing and prospective vacancies in German univeraiti •• 

vas extremely SIII&ll, IIIOst of the two or three score Dounts counted on a 

professorship in the near future. With hiB typically rational approach, 

Johnny COllqlUted that the el(p8cted number of professorial appointments within 

three years vas three, the number of Dozents vas 40: He also felt that the 

cCllling political events would malte intellectual work very d1tficult. 

He accepted. a visiting professorship at Princeton in 1930, lecturing 

for part of the academic year and returning to Europe in the sUllllllers. He 

became a permanent professor at the University in 1931 and held this position 

until 1933 when he was invited to Join the Institute for Advanced Study &8 

a professor, the youngest member of its permanent faculty. 

Johnny married Marietta Koves1 in 1930. Ris daughter, Marina, vas 

born in Princeton in 1935. In the early years of the ,Institute, a visitor 

from Europe found a wonderi'UUy informal and yet intense scientific atlllOa

phere. The Institute profesaors had their of'rices at Pine Hall (,art of 

Princeton University), and in the Institute and the University departments 

a galaxy of celebrities vas included in what quite possibly constituted the 

greatest concentration of brains in mathematic! and physics at any time and 

place. It vas upon Johnny's invitation thet I visited this country for the 

first time at the end of 1935. Professor Veblen and hie wife vere responsible 

for the p1eaeant social. atmosphere, and I found that the von Neumann's (and 

Alexander 's) houses vere the scenes of almost constant gatherings. These 

vere the years of the depression, but the Institute managed to give to a 

considerable number of both native and visiting mathematicians a relatively 

carefree existence. 
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Johnny's first marriage terminated. in divorce. In 1938, he remarried. 

during a summer visit to »udapest and brought back to Princeton his second 

vife, Klare Dan. His home continued. to be a gathering place for scientists. 

His friends w1ll remember the inexhaustible hospitality and tbe atmospbere 

of intelligence and vit one found there. Klari von Neumann later became 

one of the first coders of mathematical problems for electronic computing 

machines, an art to which she brought some of its early skills. 

With the beginning of the war in EUrope, Johnny's act1v1ties outside 

the Institute started to multiply. A lilt of hil politions, organizational 

memberships, etc •• vill be found in the appendix. ThiB mere enumeration 

gives an idea of the enormous amount of york Johnny vas performing for 

various scientific projects in and out of the government. 

In October, 1954, he was named by presidential appoint_nt as a _her 

of the United States Atomic Energy Commislion. He left Princeton on a leave 

of absence and discontinued all commitments with the exception of the chair-

manship of the ICBM COIIII'II1ttee. Admiral Strauss, chairman of the Commillion 

and a friend of Johnny's for many years, luggeeted this nomination a. soon 

as a vacancy occurred. Of Johnny's brief period of active service on the 

Commis.ion, he writes: 

"During the period between the date of hil confirmation 
and the late autumn, 1955, Johnny functioned magnificently. 
He had the invaluable faculty of being able to take the mo.t 
difficult problem, .eparate it into its components, whereupon 
everything looked br1lliantly simple, and all of us wondered 
why we had not been able to .. e through to the answer as 
clearly ae it val po.lible for him to do. In thiB way, he 
enormously facilitated the york of the Atomic Energy Commission". 

JohlUlY, whose health had always been excellent, began to look very 

fatigued in 1954. In the summer of 1955, the first symptoms of a fatal 
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disease were discovered by x-ray examination. 

gradually put an end to all his activities. 

in Washington at the age of 53. 

A prolon~ and cruel illness 

He died at Walter Reed Hospital 

Johnny's friends remember him in his characteristic poses: standing 

before a blackboard or discussing problems at home. SomehOli, his gestures, 

smile, and the expression of the eyes alvays reflected the kind of thought 

or the nature of the problem under discussion. He vas of middle size, 

qu1te slim as a very young man, then increasingly corpulent; moving about 

in small steps w1th cons1derable random accelerations, but never with great 

speed. A smile flashed on hiB face whenever a problem exhibited features 

of a logical or mathematical paradox. Quite independently of his liking 

for abstract wit, he bad a strong appreciation (one might say almost a 

hunger) for the more earthy type of comedy and humor. 

He seemed to combine in his mind several qualities which, if' not 

contradictory, at least seem separately to require such powers of con

centration and memory that one very rarely finds them together in one 

intellect. These are: a feeling for the set-theoretical, formally algebraic 

basis of mathematical thought, the knOliledge and understanding of the substance 

of classical mathematics 1n analysis and geometry, and a very acute perception 

of the potentialities of modern mathematical methods for the formulation of 

new and existing problems of theoretical physics. All this is specifically 

demonstrated by his brilliant and original work which covers a very wide 

spectrum of contemporary scientific thought. Once when asked, he said that 

he would consider Erhard Schmidt and Hermann Weyl among the mathematicians 

who especially influenced him technically 1n his early life. 
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H1s conversat10ns w1th fr1ends on scientific subjects could last for 

hours. There never was a lack of subjects, even when one departed from 

mathematical topics. 

Johnny had a vivid interest in people and delighted in gossip. One 

often had the feeling that in his memory he was making a collection of 

human peculiarities as if preparing a statistical study. He followed also 

the changes brought by the passage of time. When a young man, he mentioned 

to me several times his belief that the primary mathematical powers decline 

after the age of about 26, but that a certain more prosaic shrewdness 

developed by experience manages to c~nsate for this gradual loss, at 

least for a time. Later, this limiting age was slowly raised. He engaged 

occAsionally in conversational evaluations of othar scientists) he was, 

on the whole, quite generous in hie opin10ns, but often able to damn by 

faint praise. The expressed JudgJnent was, in general, very cautious, and 

he was certainly uuvilling to state any final opinions about others: '~et 

Rhadementya and Minos •.• judge •.• II 

Johnny was regarded by many as an excellent chairman of committees 

(this peculiar contemporary activity). He would press strongly his 

technical views, but defer rather easUy on personal or organizational 

matters. 

In spite of his great powers and his full consciousness of them, he 

lacked a certain self-confidence, admiring greatly a fev mathematicians 

and physicists who possessed qualities which he did not believe he himself 

had in the highest possible degree. The qualities which evoked this feeling 

on his part were, I felt, relatively simple-minded powers of divination of 
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new truths, or the g1tt for a seemingly 1rrat10nal perception of proofs 

or tomulat10n ot new theorems. 

Qu1te aware that the cr1teria of value in mathematical work are, 

to 1I0ma extent, purely aesthetic, he once expres8ed an apprehension that 

the values put on abstract scientific achievement in our present civilization 

might diminish: "The interests of hWllllnity may change, the present curios

ities in science may cease, and entirely ditferent things may occupy the 

human mind in the future". One conversation centered on the ever acce~erating 

progr8sl1 ot technology and changes in the mode of human life, which gives the 

appearance of approaching some essential singularity in the history ot the 

race beyond which human aftairs, as we know them, could not continue. 

His friends enjoyed his great Bense ot humor. Among fellow scient18ts, 

he could make 1lluminating, often ironical, comments on historical or social 

phenomena with a mathematician's formulation, exhibiting the humor inherent 

in some statement true in the vacuous set. These often could be appreciated 

only by mathematicians. He certainly did not conaider mathematics sacro

sanct. I remember a discussion in Los Alamos, in connection with some 

physical problems where a mathematical argument used the existence ot 

ergodic transformations and fixed points. He remarked with a sudden smile, 

"modern mathematics can be applied after all! It isn't clear, a priori, 1s 

it, that is could be so ...... 

I would say that his main interest after science was in the study of 

history. Bis knowledge of ancient history WIUI unbelievably detailed. He 

remembered, for instance, all the anecdotical material in Gibbon's Decline 

and Pall and likedto engage after diJmer in historical discussions. Thi8 

encyclopedic knowledge moulded his views on the course of future events by 
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inducing a sort of analytic prolongation. I can testify that in his fore-

casts of political events leading to the Second World War and of military 

events during the war, most of his guesses were amazingly correct. After 

the end of the Second World War, however, hiB apprehensions of an almost 

immediate subsequent calamity, which he considered as extremely likely, 

(fortunatelYLErov~vrong. There was perhaps an inclination to t ake a too 

exclusively rational point of viev about the cases of historical event8. 

This tendency vas pos8ibly due to an over-formalized game theory approach. 

Among other acc~lishment8, Johnny vas a very good linguist. He 

remembered his school Latin and Greek remarkably vell. In addition to 

English, he spoke German and French fluently. His lectures in this country 

vere well knOlm for their llterary qual.ity (Y1.th very fev characteristic 

mispronunciations which his friends anticipated eagerly, e.g., "inteprs"). 

During his frequent visits to Los Alamos and Santa Fe (New Mexico), be 

displayed a less perfect knowledge of Spanish, and on a trip to Mexico, he 

tried to make himIIelf understood by using "neo..caotllian", a creation of 

his 0Im -- English vords Y1.th an "el" prefix and appropriate Spanish 

endings. 

Before the W8r Johnny spent the summers in Europe on vocstions and lectur
ing (in 1935 at Cambridge Univeraity, in 1936 at the Inatitut Henri Poincare in 
Paris). Often he mentioned that personally he found doing 8cientific work there 
almost impos8ible in the stmosphere of politicsl tension. After the war he 
undertook tripe abroad only unwillingly. 

Ever since he ceme to the United St8tes, he expressed his apprecistion 
of the opportunities here and very high hopes for the future of scientific 
work in this country. 

• ••• 11 •• 
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To fol.lov chronologically von Neumann's interests and acco~liBbments 

is to review a large part of the whole sCientific develDplDent of the last 

three decades. In his youthful. work, he vas concerned not only with math

ematical. logic and the axiomat1cs of set theory, but, simultaneously, with 

the substance of set theory i teelf, obta1ning 1nteresting resul. ts 1n 

measure theory and the theory of real. variables. It vas in th18 period 

al.so that he began his classical. work on quantum theory, the mathematical. 

foundation of the theory of measurement in quantum theory and the new 

stat18t1cal. mechanics. His profound study of operators in Hilbert spaces 

al.so dates from this period. This 18 pushed beyond the il!lDed1ate needs 

of physical. theories and contains a detailed study of rings of operators. 

The beginning of the work on continuous geometries belongs to th1s period 

as vell. 

Von Neumann's awareness of results obtained by other mathematicians 

and the inherent possibilities which they offer 1s aston1shing. Early in 

his work, a paper by Borel on the minimax property led him to develop in 

* the paper, Zur Theorie der Gesel.l.achaft-Spiele, ideas which culminated 

later in one of his most original creations, the theory of games. An 

idea of Koopman on the possibilities of treating problema of classical. 

mechanics by means of operators on a function space stimulated him to 

give the first mathemat1cal.l.y rigorous proof of an ergodic theorem. Hear's 

construction of measure in groups provided the inspirat10n for his wonderful 

partial. solution of Hilbert's fifth problem, the possibility of introducing 

analyt1cal. parameters in compact groups. 

In the middle 30's, Johnny vas fascinated by the problem of turbulence. 

It was then that he became aware of the mysteries underlying the subject of 

* Paper No. 17 
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non-linear differential. equations. Bis work, 1'rom the beginning of the 

Second World War, concerns a study or the partial. differential. equations 

of hydrodynamics and the theory of shocks. The pbenaDena described by 

non-linear equations are battling analytically and defy even qualitative 

insight by the present methods. Numerical. work seemed, at least for the 

moment, the only vay to obtain a feeling for the behavior of such systems. 

This impelled him to study new possibilities of cOlJGlutation on electronic 

machines, ab1nit:lo. Be began to work on the theory of cOlI\Puting and planned 

the work, to remain unfinished, on the theory of automata. It was at the 

outset of such studies that his interest in the working of the nervous 

system and the schematized properties of organisms claimed so much of 

his attention. 

This journey through many fields of mathematical. sciences vas not a 

result of restlessness. Neither was it a search for novelty, nor a desire 

for applying a small set of general. methods to many diverse special. cases. 

Mathematics, in contrast to theoretical. physics, does not possess a fev 

central. problems. The search for unity, if pursued on a purely formal 

basis, von Neumann considered doomed. to faUure. This wide range of 

curiosity had its basis in some metamathematical. motivations and vas 

influenced strongly by the world of physical. phenomena -- these will 

probably defy formalization for a long time to CaDe. Mathematicians, at 

the outset of their creative work, are often confronted by two conflicting 

motivations I the first is to contribute to the edifice of existing work -

it is there that one can be sure of gaining recognition quickly by solving 

outstanding problems -- the second is the desire to blaze new trails and 

to create new syntheses. This latter course is a more risky undertaking, 
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the final judgment of value or success appearing only in the future. In 

his early work, Johnny chose the first 01' these alternatives. It was 

toward the end of his lire that he felt sure enough of himself t o engage 

f:reely and yet painstakingly in the creation of a possible new mathematical 

discipline. This vas to be a combinatorial theory of automata and organisM. 

His illness and premature death permitted him to make only a beginning. 

In his constant search for applicability and in his general math

ematical instinct for all exact sciences, he brought to mind Euler, 

Poincare, or in more recent times, perhaps Hermann Weyl. One should 

remember that the diversity and c~lexity of problems at the present 

time surpass enormously the situation confronting the first tva named. 

In one of his last articles, Johnny deplored the fact that it does not 

seem possible nowadays for any one brain to have more than the merest 

passing knovl.edge of more than one-third of the field of pure mathematics • 

•••••• 
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Early Work, Set-Theory, Algebra. The tirst :paper, a Joint york vith Fekete, 

deals vith zeros of certain minimal polynomials. It concerns a generalization 

of Fejer's theorem on location 01' the roots 01' Tchebyscheff polynomials. Its 

date io 1922. Von Neumann was not quite elghteen \/'hen the article appeared. 

Another youthful york 111 contained In a paper (In Hungarian vi th a 

German SI.1lDlIlB.ry) on uni1'ormly dense sequences of numbers. It contain.s a 

theorem on the possibility or re-ordering dense sequences of points so they 

will became uniformly dense; the work does not yet indicate the tuture depth 

01' tOl'lllulations nor i& it techn1c~ di1'!'icult, but the choice or subject 

aDd the conciseness of technique in proofs begins to indicate the combination 

01' set-theoretical intuition and the algebraical technique of his future in

velltigations. 

The set-theoretical orientation in the thinking or a great number of 

young mathematicians 115 quite characteristic or this era. The great ideas 

01' George Cantor Yhieh found thair fruition finally in the theory of real 

variable topology and l.ater in analYSiS, through the work of the great French

men, Baire, Borel, Lebesgue, and others, _re not yet commonly part 01' the 

t,mdemental intuitions or young mathematicians at the turn of the century. 

Arter the end of the First World War, however, one notices that these ideas 

becsme more, as it vere, inborn for the new generation. 

Paper 2 In the Acta Szeged on trans1'inite ordioals already shows 

von Neumann in his characteristic form and style in dealing vith the al

gebraiC treatment 01' set theory. The !'ir&t sentence states 1'rankly and 

proudly: "The aim of this vork is to formulate concretely aDd precisely 

the idea of Cantor's ordioal numbers." As the preface states, the hereto1'ore 

vague formulation of Cantor himself is replaced by definitions vhich are 

rigorous in the system ofaxiOlDB of Ze~lo and allow one also to define 
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trans~inite induction, in terms o~ well ordered sets and similarity of 

orderings. The introduction is strietly formalistio, and von Neumann states 

eomevhat proudly that the symbols ... (~or "et cetera") and slm1 J ar expressIons 

are never employed. Thia treatment o~ ordinal numbers, later also considered 

by Kuratoweki, is to this day the beat introduction of this idea, so important 

for "constructions" in abstract set theory. 

Paper 5 on PrUfer's theory of ideal algebraic numbers already indicates 

his future breadth o~ interests. The paper deals vi th set theoretical question. 

and enumeration problelllB about relatively prime ideal components. Prlifer intro-

duces ideal numbers 88 "ideal solutions o~ i~inite systems o~ congruences." 

" Von Neumann starts with methods analogous to Kurschak and Bauer's work on 

Hensel's p-adic numbers. Here again, von Neumann exhibits the techniques 

vhich were to become so prevalent in the follOW'ing decadee in mathematical 

research -- of continuing algebraical constructions, originally considered 

on finite eets, to the domain of the infinitely enumerable and the continuum. 

Another indication o~ his algebraic interests is a short note on Minkowski's 

theory of linear ~orms. 

The deeire to axiomatize and this in a sense more formal than the 

one originally considered by the logicians at the beginning o~ the 20th 

century -- shOW's through much of the early work. From around 1925 to 1929, 

most of von Neumann's papers deal with attempts to spread the spirit of 

axiomatization even through physical theory. Not satisfied with the existing 

~ormulations, even in set theory i tsel:f', he states agaio qui te ~rankly io 
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* the rirst sentence or his paper No. 3 on axiomatization of set theory 

'~e aim or the present york is to give a logically unobjectionable 

axiomatic treatment of set theory") the next sentence reads. "I you1d like 

to say something at rirst about difriculties Yhich make such a construction 

or set theory desirable." 

The last sentence or this 1923 paper is most interesting. Von Neumann 

seems to realize the limits of any axiomatic rormulation. There is here 

perhaps a vague forecast of G&iel's results. The sentence is: "I(e callDOt, 

ror the present, do more than to state that there are here objections against 

set theory i tselt', and there is no way known at present to avoid these 

difficulties." (One is reminded here, perhaps, of an analogous statement 

in an entirely different domain of science: Pauli's evaluation of the state 

* About this paper, Professor Fraenkel of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem · 
wrote me the following: 

"Around 192'2-23, being then professor at Marburg University, I 
received from Professor Erhard Schmidt, Berlin (on behalf of the 
Redaktion of the Mathematische Zeitschrift) a long manuscript of 
an author unknown to me, Johann von Neumann, with the title 'Die 
Axiomatlsierung der Mengenlehre,' this being his eventual doctor 
dissertation which appeared in the Zeitschrifb only in 1928, 
(Vol. 27). I was asked to express lIlY view since it sealllld in
comprehensible. I don't maintain that I understood everything, 
but enough to see that this was an outstanding work and to 
recognize ex ungue leonem. While answering in this sense, I 
invited the young scholar to visit me (in Marburg) and discussed 
things with him, strongly advising him to prepare the ground for 
the understanding or so technical an essay by a more iDrormal 
eSBay which should stress the new access to the problem and its 
fundamental consequences. He vrote such an essay under the title, 
'Bine Axiomatisierung der Megenlehre.' and I published it in 1925 
in the Journal fUr Mathematik (Vol. 154) of which I was then 
Associate Editor:w 
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of relativis.ic quantum theory vritten in his Handbuch der Physik article 

and the still mysterious role of infinities and divergences in field theory.) 

The second paper (No. 18) on the subject nas the title, "~Axiomatization 

of Set Theory" ("An Axiomatization of Set Theory" vas the 1923 title). 

The concisenese of the system of axioms is surprising, the introduction 

of obJecta of the first and second type corresponding, respectively, to 

elements and sets of elements in the naive set theory; the axioms for 

arithmetic logical constructions and the axioms of infinity take only tvo 

pages of print. This is sufficient to build up, on a coaq>letely formal basis, 

most of the naive set theory and constitutes, to this day, one of the best 

foundations for set-theoretical mathematics. GBdel, in his great vork on 

undecidability, on t he independence of the axiom of choice, and on the 

continuum hypothesis, uses a system inspired by this treatment. It is note

vorthy that in his first paper on the axiomatization of set theory, von Neumann 

recognizes explicitly the tvo fundamentally different directions taken by 

mathematicians in order to avoid the antinomies of Russel, Burali-Forti, 

and Richard. One group, containing Russel, J. Kllnig, Brouwer, and Weyl, 

takes the more radical point of view that the entire logical foundations of 

exact sciences have to be restricted in order to prevent the appearance of 

paradoxes of the above type. Von Neumann says, "the general iaq>ression of 

their activity is almost devastating." He objects to Russel's building the 

system of mathematics on the highly problematic axiom of reducibility, and 

objects to Weyl's and Brouwer 's reJecLion of vhat he considers as the greater 

part of mathematics and set theory. 
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He haa more sympathy with the second less radical group, naming in it 

Zermelo, Fraenkel, and Schoenflies. He considers this work, including.!!!! 

~, as far from complete, stating explicitly that the axioms appear somewhat 

arbitrary. He states that one cannot show in this fashion that antinomies 

are really excluded but while the naive set theory cannot be considered too 

seriously, at least much of what it contains can be rehabilitated, and the 

sense of "formal1stic" can be defined in a clear fashion. 

Indeed, one may regard this series of von Neumann's papers on axiomatization 

as antiCipating to some extent the work of G&1el and also that of Turing. The 

conciseness of the system of axioms, the definite character of rules of 

operations with symbols seem to realize Hilbert's desideratumof treating 

mathematics as a finite game. Here one can divine the germ of von Neumann's 

future interest in computing machines and the "mechanization" of proofs. 

Starting with the axioms, the efficiency of the algebraic manipulation 
~ 

in the derivation of most of the important notions of set theory is ast oundingl 
~ 

the economy of the treatment seems to indicate a more fundamental interest in 

brevity than in virtuosity for its own sake. It is an attempt, perhaps at 

that time merely subconscious, to prepare the grounds for an automatic, 

"machine-like" investigation of the limits of finite formalism. 

It seems curiows to me that in the many mathematical conversations on 

topics belonging to set theory and allied fields, von Neumann even seemed 

to think formally. Most mathematicians, when discussing problems in these 

fields, seemingly have an intuitional framework based on geometrical or 

almost tactile pictures of abstract sets, transformations, etc. Von Neumann 

gave the impresaion of operating on a sequential model of purely formal 

deductions. What I mean to say is that the basis of his intuition, which 
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could produce DeW theorems and proofs just as well as the "naive " intuition, 

seemed to be of a type that is much rarer. If one has to divide mathemati-

cians, as Poincare proposed, into two types those with visual and those 

with auditory intuition -- Johnny perhaps beloDged to the latter. In him, 

the "auditory sense, n however, probably was very abstract. It involved, 

rather, a complementarity between a formal appearance of a collection of 

symbols and the game played vi th them on the one hand and an interpretation 

of their meanings on the other. The foregoing distinction is somewhat 11ke 

that between a mental picture of the physical chess board and a mental picture 

of a sequence of moves on it, written dCNll in algebraic notation. 

In conversations, some quite recent, on the present status of foundations 

of mathe_tics, von Neumann seemed to imply that in his view, the story is far 

from having been told. G&lel's discovery should form a beginning of a new 

approach to the understanding of the role of formalism in mathematics rather .. 
than be coneidered as closing the Bubject. 

Paper No. 16 treats SOIllll questions which vere raised in 3, notably the 

relativity of well-ordering, the lack of categoricity, and the problellS of 

independence, and the non-contradictory character of axioms. The first part 

.. 
G6del coneiders that "von Neumann's necessary and sufficient condition 
which a property must satisty in order to define a set is of particular 
importance, since 'it clarifies the relationship of axiomatic set theory 
to the paradoXl!ls. That this cOodition really gets at the essence of 
things is Men from the fact that it implies the axiom of choice, which 
formerly stood quite apart from other existential principles. Tbe in
ferences, bordering on the paradoxes, which are made possible by this way 
of looking at things s_ to me not only elegant but alllO interesting 
from the logical point of view. Moreover, I believe that only by going 
farther in thill direction, 1.e., in the directlon opposite to conetruc
tiVilllll, will the baslc problems of abstract set theory be solved." 
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of the paper deals with the introduction of the fundamental operations in 

Bet theory, the foundation of the theories of equivalence, similarity, well

ordering, and finally, a proof of the possibility of definition by finite or 

transfinite induction, including a treatment of ordinal numbers. Von Neumann 

insists at the end of his introduction to the paper that transfinite induction 

was not rigorously introduced before in any axiomatic system of set theory. 

No . 12, his great paper in the Mathematische Zeitschr1ft, Zur Hllbertschen 

Beweistbaorie, i. devoted to the problem of the freedom from contradiction of 

mathematics. This cla&sical study conteins a system for the foundations of 

logic and mathematical formalislll8 in general. It is stressed that the whol.e 

cOlllPlex of problems, originated and developed b y Hllbert and also treated by 

Bernys and Ackermann, have not been satisfactorily solved. In particular, 

it is stressed that Ackermann's proof of freedom from contradiction is not 

cOllq)l.ete. The historical ill\POrtance of this paper is very great. It is 

again a fon;rwwer of the work of Gt\del in 1931 on undecidability. It is 

not so much the stated results, but the technique of the flawl.ess formali

zation and .. cbanization of mathematics in the sense of Hilbert that paves 

the vay for the modern treatment of the problem of foundations of mathematics. 

At the present time, one cannot escape the impression that the ideas initiated 

by the work of Hilbert and his school, developed With such precision, and then 

revolutionized by Gt\del, are not yet exhausted. It might be that we are in 

the mid.t of another great evolution I the "naive" treatment of eet theory 

and the formal metamathematical attempts to contain the set of our intuitions 

about infinity 8l'e, I think, turning tOlfard a future "super set theory." 

Several time" in the his~ory of mathematics, the intU! tiona or J one might 

better say, cOlllDOn vague feelings of leading mathematicians about problems 
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of existing science, later became incorporated in a formal "super system" 

dealing with the essence of problema in the original system. 

Von Neumann pursued hiB interest in problems of foundations of math

ematios until the end of his life. A quarter of a oentury after the 

appearance of the above series of papers, one can see the imprint of this 

work in his discoveries in the plans for the logic of computing machines. 

Parallel to the vork on foundationB of lIIIlthematios, there come 

specific results in set theory itself and set-theoretically motivated 

theorems in real variables and in algebra. For example, von Neumann shovs 

the existence of a Bet M of real numbers, of the paver of the continuum, 

such that any finite number of the elements of M are algebraically independent. 

The proof is given effectively Without the axiom of chOice. In a paper in 

Fundamenta Mathematica, No. 14, the same ~ar, a decompos!i. tion of the interval 

is given into countably many diSjoint and congruent subsets. This fol'lDs a 

solution of a problem of Steinhaus -- a special ingenuity is required to 

have such a decomposition on an interval -- the corresponding conatruction 

tor the circumference of a circle due to HallBdorft is much easier. (This 

is due to the fact that the circumference of a circle may be regarded as a 

group manifold.) 

In paper 28 on the general measure theory, in Fundamenta (1928), the 

problem of a finitely additive measure is treated for subsets of groups. 

The paradoxioal decompositions of the sphere by Hausdorff and the vander

fully strange decompositions of Banach and Tareki are generalized from the 

Euclidean space to general non-Abelian groups. The affirmative results of 

Banach on the possibility of a measure for all Bubsets of the plane are 

generalized to the case of subsets of a cOllllllutative group. The result 1s 

that all solvable groupe are measurable. 
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The problems and methods of this article form one of the first instances 

of a trend which developed strongly since that time, that of generalizing 

the set-theoretical results from Euclidean space to more general topological 

and algebraical struct.ures. The idea of "congruence" of two sets is under-

stood to mean equivalence under a transformation belonging to a given group 

of transformations. The maasure is a general additive set function. Again, 

the formulation of the problem presages the work of Haar and the study of 

* Bausdorff-Banach-Tarski paradoxical decompositions. 

In the same "ennus mirabllis," 1928, there appears the article on the 

theory of games. This is hie first work on '.rhat vas to become later the 

important combinatorial theory with 60 many applications and developments 

continuing at present. It is hard to believe that beginning vith 1927, 

simultaneously with the vork discussed above, he could have published numerous 

papers on the mathematical foundations of quantum theory, probability in 

statistical quantum theory, anu some important results on representation 

of continuous groups! 

* Recently pushed to the most extre!llll minimal form by Robinson. 
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'f heory ot funct10ns ot real variables, _sure theory, topology, 

cont1nuous groups. Protessor Balmos' article describes von l'IelmBllIl' s 

important contributions to _sure theory. We 811&11 brietly ment10n 

80me ot hie reeults 1n this field Yieved apinst the background ot h1s other 

work. 

Paper 35 eolvea a problem ot Baar. It concern8 the selection ot 

repreeentatives tram claues ot tunctionll which are equivalent up to a 

set ot -.ure sero tram linear manitolds over products ot povers ot tini te 

eystem.. The problem ill generalized to _surell other than Lebesgue's and 

an aualogous problem ill solved af't1rmatively. 

110. 45 conta1ns a proot ot an important tact 1n -.aure theory: 

A.Dy Boolean _pping between two caues of _surable sets (on two epaces) 

which preserves their _sures is generated by a point tran.ato~tion pre

serving measure. This result is important 1n showing theliluivalence of 

rather general _sure space, when they are separable and complete, to 

Euclidean spaces with Lebesgue _eure, and permits one to reduce the study 

ot Boolean algebras of measurable seta to ordinary _sures. 

In 51 von Ne\lll8lUl proves the uniqueness of the Baar _sure as 

constructed by A. Baar (1n Annale ot .. th. 34, pp. 147-1($), it one requires 

either lett or right imariance at the (Lebell6Ue-type) _sure under group 

multiplication. The theorem on uniquenesl is proved tor compact groups. 

A cOnBtruction different tram that of Baar is employed to introduce hie 

_sure. Thie paper precedee the construction at a general theory ot almost 

periodic tunctiona on separable topological groups and allows a theory ot 

their orthogonal representations. 
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In paper 54 the ordimry notion of completeness, usl&lly 

defined only for metric space8, is generalized for linear topological 

spaces. Interesting example8 of apaces which are not metric but complete 

'are produced. Such caM8 involve, of course, non-8eparable epacell. The 

paper also contains a novel construction of pseudo-metric8 and c onvex 

spaces. 

In a Joint paper With P. J ordan, No. 59, a aolution is given 
,. 

to a question raised by Frechet of the characterization of generalized 

Hilbert space among linear metric apace. The condition which is necesaary 

,. 
and auff'icient, strengthening a result o~ Frechet, ia: A linear metric 

space L 18 isometric vi th a HUbert space if and only if every 2-dimenll1onal 

linaar subspace 111 isometric with a Euclidean apace. 

The results of No. 35 are generalized in a joint paper Wi th 

M. H. Stone, 1(0. 44, and deal With selection of representative el_nt8 

~om rell1dual classes in an abstract ring modulo a giTen left- and right-

ideal. The article contains a number o~ theorems on representations of 

Boolean rings DXldulo an ideal. 

In the Russian "Zborn1k", 64, von NeUDallll deals again with the 

problem of the uniqueness of Baar'II measure. The previous proof of 

uniqueneBB w.s accomplished through a constructive proce88 different ~ 

tlat of BIIar, which contained no arbitrary elements and led auto_tically 

to the uniqueness of the _lIura. In this paper an independent trea1DeDt 

of uniqueness of the left - and right-invariant exterior measure is given 

for locally compact separable groups (A different proof ,.. obtained 
,. 

simultaneously by Andre Weill. 
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In • Joint paper w1th lCuratovak1, 69, preciae and .trans 

l"8aulte are obtained on the proJect1v1ty o~ certain aets o~ real 

numberll de~ed by tranll~1n1te induction. The celebrated .et o~ 

* Lebeasue , ahown previouslY by Xuratovak1 to be o~ projact1ve cl.&as 3, 

111 IIhown to be • d1fference o~ two analytic sets and therefore of the 

second proJec:tiYe clasa. A general theorem 1s proftd on th. analyt1c 

character o~ sets (in the .enae of Hausdorff) obta1ned by certain gen.ral 

conatruct10na. Thia result 1. l1kelY to play an 1mportant role in th. 

IIt1ll incompl.te theory of projective a.te. 

The Mamir. 1n Compoll1tio Math_tica, 75, on infinite direct 

products cconta1.ne an algebraic theory 01' operatorll and a _.ure theory 

tor lIuch aYlltemll, .0 important in modern ab.tract analyaia. It sUlllllU"iz •• 

80II1II of the previOUII work on the a~ebra of t'unctional operator. and 

topology 01' ringa o~ operatora, including the non-.eparable hyper-Hilbert 

Ilpac.lI. Methodologically and in the actual constructioDII, thi • ..,per ia 

both a forerunner of and a good introduction to IllUCh of the recent work 

notioDII. starting with a vector space, one dealll fir.t with their productll, 

then vi th linear operators on th.lI. IItruCture.; and finally vi th cla .... 

of lIuch operators vholle al.gebraical propertiell are inveat1pted again "on 

the first level" . Von lfewann intended to dillcUlls the analogy of thia 

elaborate system with the theory of h;yperqIBDtiaation in q1.aDtum theory, and 

considered the paper in particular aa a mathematical preparation for dealing 

vith non-enumerable products. 

* , Journal de Ma the!a tique. 1905, Chapter VIII. 
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The paper 24 h, I bel1eve, the f'irllt one in Vh1ch a very 

l11an1ficant contribution 1a me.de to the complex of' quelltiona ortg1natill8 

in Hilbert' II f'if'th probl .. : the pollllib1l1 ty of' a change of' ~terll 

in a continuoUil group 110 that the group operation Yill becolll8 aralytic. 

The work ileal. with lIubgrOUPIl of' the group of' linear tnu1sf'araat10na of' 

n-d1!MI!s1ocal space and the result h afftnat1ve: Every such continuoUil 

group has a nonal subgroup, locally representable analytically and in 

a one-to-one way by .. f'in1te number of' parameterll. 

Thill is the f'1rst of' the theorems ahavill8 that the group property 

prevent. the "patholOS1cal" posll1bil1ties cOlllllOn in the theory of' 1"unctionll 

of' .. real ftr1&ble. The results of' the paper, later 6eD8ral1zed and 

II1mpl1f'iecl by B. Cartan f'or lIubgroUp. of' general Lie grouPII, 61" detalled 

1nII16ht into the structure of' lIuch groupe by the representation of' el~ta 

as products of' exponential operators. They show that f!!!!fery lin-.r DaDU'old 

Vh1ch con1ainB Yith "'V'Y two _trice. U,V and aleo a cODIIIUtator UV - W, 

ill an 1nf'initsll1_1 group of' an entire group G. ThlB paper i. historically 

important, &II precedill8 the work of' Cartan, .. later paper of Ado, and of' 

courllCl, ~n lfeUllBDll'. own paper lfo. 48 where Hilbert's f'if'th problem h 

lIolved f'ar compact group •• 

This celebrated. result h baaed on and stimulated by a paper of' 

Ba&r (in the __ Tolume of' Annals of' Math.) where an invariant l118Uure 

f'lmction is introduced in continuous groups. Von lfeumann shove, (ull1ns an 

analocue of' the Peter Veyl integration on groups and emploYill8 the theorem 

on approxtmab1l1 ty of' f'\mct10na by linear combinations 01' a f'1nite number 

01' etgent'unctiona 01' an integral operator - the method of' B. Schmidt'li 

dtBllertation - and Yi th an ingenious uae of' Brouwer's the_ on 1nvariance 
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of the region in Euclidean n-dimensional space -- that every topological 

compact and n-dimensional group is continuously isomorphic to a closed 

group of unitary matrices of a finite dimensional Euclidean space. 

The method of this article allows one to represent more general (not 

necessarily n-dimensional) groups as subgroups of infinite products of such 

n-dimensional groups. In the second part of the paper, an example is given 

of a finite dimensional non-compact group of t~ansformations acting on 

Euclidean space 1n such a way that no change of parameters in the space 

will make the given transformations analytic. It vas almost twenty years 

before the solution of l{1lbert's fifth problem vas completed, to include 

t he "open" (i.e., non-compact) n-dimensional groups, b y the vork of Mont

gomeryand Gleason. Von Neumann's achievement required an initimate 

knowledge of both the set-theoretical, rea1 variable techniques, a feeling 

for the spirit of Brouwer1an topology, and a real understanding of the 

technique of integral equations and the calculus of matrices. 

A combination of virtuosity in the mode of abstract algebraic t hinking 

and the employment of analytical techniques can be seen in the joint paper 

5d with Jordan and Wigner on an algebraic generalization of the quantwn 

mechanical formalism. This is conceived as a possible starting point for 

future generalizations of the quantwn mechanical theories and deals with 

commutative but not associative hypercomplex algebras. The essential result 

is that all such formally real finite and commutative r-number systems are 

merely matrix algebras, with one exception. This except10n, however, seems 

too narrow for the general1zations needed 1n quantum theories. 
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Hilbert Space, Operator Theory, Rings of Operators. A detailed account of 

von Neumann's fundamental and comprehensive treatment of these topics is 

presented in the articles in this volume. His first interest in this subject 

also stemmed from work on rigorous formulations of quantum theory. In 1954, 

in a questionnaire which von Neumann answered f or t he National Academy of 

SCiences, he named this work as one of his three contributions to mathematics 

t hat he considered most important. In sheer bulk alone, papers on these sub

jects comprise roughly one-third of his printed work. These contain a very 

detailed analysis of properties of linear operators and an algebraical study 

of classes (rings) of operators in infinite-dimensional spaces. The result 

fulfills his avowed purpose stated in the book, Mathematische Grundlagen der 

Quantenmechanik, 47.a, of demonstrating that the ideas originally introduced 

by Hilbert are capable of constituting an adequate basis for the physical con

siderations of quantum theory, and that no need exists for the introduction of 

new mathematical schemes for these physical theories. Von Neumann's unbelievably 

detailed and meticulous work of classification of the properties of linearity 

for unitary spaces resolves many problems for unbounded operators. It gives a 

complete theory of hypermaximal transformations and brings Hilbert space almost 

as completely within the grasp of the mathematician as is the case with the 

finite dimensional Euclidean space. 

His interest in this subject was continuous throughout his scientific 

life. Even up to the end, in the midst of work on other subjects, he obtained 
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and published results on the properties of operators and spectral theory. 

Paper 106 was published in 1950, and written in honor of the 75th birthday 

of Erhard Schmidt. (It was Schmidt who first introduced him to the fascina

tions of this subject.) No one has done more than von Neumann, at least in 

the unitary case and for linear transformations, .owards the resolution of 

the mysteries of non-compactness. Future work in this direction will be based 

on his results for a long time to come. This work is nOl( being vigorously 

continued by, among others, his collaborators and former students -- Murray 

in particular and one is entitled to expect from them further valuable 

inSight into the properties of linear operators. 

Theory of Lattices, Continuous Geometry. Dirkhoff's article, 

, presents the work on these subjects. Here again, 

von Neumann's interest vas stimulated by the possibllity of applying these new 

combinatorial and algebraical schemes to quantum theory. Lattice theory, around 

1935, was being developed and generalized by Garrett Birkhoff from the original 

formulations of Dedekind. At about the same time, an algebraical and set

theoretical study of Boolean algebras was systematically undertaken by 

M. H. Stone. I remember that in the swmner of 1935, Birkhoff, Stone, and 

von Neumann, on their way to a mathematical meeting in Moscow, stopped in 

Warsaw and presented short talks at a meeting of the Warsaw Mathematical 

Society on the new developments in these fields with novel formulations of 

the logic of quantum theory. The ensuing discussions led one to expect far

reaching applications of the general Boolean Algebra and lattice theory 

formulations of the language of quantum theory. Von Neumann returned to these 

attempts several times later in his work, but most of his thoughts in this 

direction are in unpublished notes. 
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His work on continuous geometries and geometries without points was 

motivated by the belief' that the pr1m1tive notions of' quantum theory deal. with 

such entities; obviously, the "universe of' discourse" consists of' certain classes 

of' identif'ied points or linear manif'olds in Hilbert space. (This is noted ex

plicitly by D1rac in his book.) 

Some ot this work was considered f'or presentation in colloquium lectures; 

an account ot it is contained in the Princeton Institute Lectures; some remains 

in manuscript f'orm. In conversations with him touching upon these problems, 

my impression was that, beginning about 1938, von Neumann f'elt that the nell 

f'acts and problems of' nuclear physics gave rise to problems of' an entirely 

dif'f'erent type and made it less important to insist on a mathematically f'lawless 

f'ormulation of' a quantum theory of' atomic phenomena al.one. At'ter the end of' 

the war, he would express sentiments, somewhat similar to remarks reportedly 

made by Einstein, that the bewildering weal.th of' nuclear and elementary particle 

physics make premature any attempt to f'ormulate a general. quantum theory of' 

f'ields, at least f'or the time being. 
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In the questionnaire for the National Academy o~ Science mentioned earlier, 

von Neumann selected as his most important scienti~ic contributions work on 

mathematical ~oundations o~ Quantum Tbeory and the Ergodic Tbeorem (in addition 

to the Theory of Operators discussed above). Tbis choice, or rather restriction, 

might appear curious to most mathematicians, but is psychologically interesting. 

It Beems to indicate that perhaps his main desire and one o~ his strongest 

motivations was to help re-establish the role o~ mathematics on a conceptual 

level in theoretical physics. The drifting apart of abstract mathematical 

research and o~ the main stream of ideas in theoretical physics since the end 

of the First World War is undeniable. Von Neumann often expressed concern that 

mathematics might not keep abreast of the exponential increase of problems and 

ideas in physical sciences. I remember a conversation in which I advanced the 

fear that a sort of Malthusian divergence may take place: the physical sciences 

and technology increase in a geometrical ratio and mathematics in an arithmetical 

progression. He said that this indeed might be the case. Later in the discussion, 

we both managed to cling, however, to the hope that the mathematical method would 

remain for a long time in conceptual control o~ the exact sciences! 

Tbe article 7 is published jOintly with Hilbert and Nordheim. According 

to the preface, it is based on a lecture given by Hilbert in the winter of 1926 

on the new developments in quantum theory, and prepared with the help of Nordheim. 

According to the introduction, important parts o~ the mathematical formulation 

and discussion are due to von Neumann. 

The stated aim of the peper is to introduce, instead of strictly functional 

relationships of classical mechanics, probability relationships. It also formulates 
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the ideas of Jordan and Dirac in a considerably simpler and more comprehensible 

manner. Even now, 30 years later, it is dift'1cult to overestimate the historical 

importance and influence of this paper and the subsequent work of von Neumann in 

this direction. The great program of Hilbert in axiomatization gains here another 

vital domain of application, an isomorphism between a physical theory and the 

corresponding mathematical system. An explicit statement in the introduction 

to the paper is that it is difficult to understand the theory if its formalism 

and its physical interpretation are not separated concisely and completely. 

Such separation is the aim of the paper, even though it is admitted that a 

complete axiomatization was at the time impossible. May we add here paren-

thetically that such complete axiomatization of a relativistically invariant 

quantum theory, embracing its application to nuclear phenomena is still to 

* be achieved. The paper contains an outline of the calculus of operators 

which correspond to physical observables, discusses the properties of Hermitean 

operators, and altogether forms a prelude to the Mathematische Begrundung der 

Quantenmechanik. 

Von Neumann's precise and definitive ideas on the role of statistical 

mechanics in quantum theory and the problem of measurement are introduced in 

10. 

His well-koovn book, 47a, gives both the axiomatic treatment, the theory 

of measurement, and statistics in detailed discussions. 

At least two mathematical contributions are of importance in the history 

of quantum mechanics: The mathematical treatment by Dirac did not always 

* For an excellent succinct summary of the present state ofaxiomatizations, 
of non-relativistic quantum theory in the domain of atomic phenomena, see 
the article by George Mackey, Quantum Mechanics and Hilbert Space, Am. Math. 
Monthly, October, 1957, still based essentially on von Neumann's book, Math
ematische Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik. 
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satisfy the requirements of mathematical rigor. For example, it operated with 

the assUIIIPtion that every sell-adjoint operator can be brought into diagonal 

form, which forced one to introduce for those operators where this cannot be 

done, the famous "improper" functions of Dirac. A priori it might seem, as 

von Neumann states, that just as Newtonian mechanics required (at that time) 

the contradictory infin1tesimal calculus, so quantUDI theory seemed to need a 

new form of analysis of infinitely many variables. Von Neumann IS achievement 

was to show that this was not the case, namely, that the transformation theory 

could be put on a clear mathematical basis not by making precise the methods 

of Dirac but by developing HUbert I s spectral theory of operators. In particular, 

this was accomplished by his study of non-bounded operators going beyond the 

classical theory of Hilbert, F. Riesz, E. Schmidt, and others. 

The second contribution forms the substance of Chapters 5 and 6 of his 

book. It has to do with the problems of measure and reversibUity in quantum 

theory. Almost from the beginning, when the ideas of Heisenberg, Schr&iinger, 

Dira~, and Born were enjoying their first sensational success, questions were 

raised on the role of indeterminism in the theory and proposals made to explain 

it by the aS8UIIIPtion of possible "hidden" parameters which, when discovered in 

the future, would allOW' a return to a more deterministic description. Von Neumann 

shows that the statistical character of statements of the theory is not due to 

the fact that the state of the observer who performs the measurement is unknown. 

The system comprising both the observed and observer leads to the uncertainty 

relations even if one admits an exact state of the observer. This is shown to 

be the consequence of the previous assUIIIPtions of quantum theory involving the 
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general propert ies of association of physical quantities with operators in 

* Hilbert space. 

Apart from the great didactic value of this work which presented the ideas 

of the new quantum theory in a form consenial and technically interesting to 

mathematicians, it is a contribution of absolutely first importance, considered 

as an attempt to make a rational presentation of a physical theory which, as 

originally conceived by the physicists, was based on non-universally communicable 

intuitions. While it cannot be asserted that it introduced ideas of novel physical 

import -- and the quantum theory as conceived during these years by Schr/!dinser, 

Heisenberg, Dirac, and others still forms only an incomplete theoretical skeleton 

for the more baffling physical phenomena discovered since -- von Neumann's treat-

ment allows at least ~ logically and mathematically clear basis for a rigorous 

treatment. 

Analysis, Numerical Work, Work in Hydrodynamics. An early paper is 33. In it, 

a fundamental letmDa in the calculus of variations due to Rado is proved by means 

of a simple geometrical construction (the lemma asserts that a function z = f(x,y) 

satisfies a Lipschitz condition with a constant ~ if no plane whose maximal 

inclinat ion is greater than ~ meets the boundary of the surface defined by the 

given function in three or more points. The paper is also interesting in .hat 

the method of proof involves direct geometric visualizations somewhat rare in 

* It is impossible to slllllD8rize here the mathematical argument involved. The 
great majority of physicists still agree with von Neumann's proposition. This 
is not to Bay that a theory different from the present mathematical formulations 
of quantum mechanics might not allow such a role for hidden paramet ers. For a 
recent discussion, see Volume 9 of the Colston Papers, being the Proceedings 
of the Ninth Symposium of the Colston Research Society held in t he University 
of Bristol, April l-April 4, 1957, discussions of Bohm, Rosenfeld, et. al. 
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von Neumann's published work. 

The paper 41 contains one 01' the impressive achievements 01' mathematical 

analysis in the last quarter century. It is the 1'irst precise mathematical 

result in a whole 1'ield 01' investigation: a rigorous treatment 01' the ergodic 

hypothesis in statistical mechanics. It was stimulated by the discovery by 

Koopman 01' the possibility 01' reducing the study 01' Hamiltonian dynamical 

systems to that 01' operators in Hilbert space. Using Koopman's representation, 

von Neumann proved what is now knCMll as the weak ergodic theorem, or the con

vergence in measure 01' the means 01' 1'unctions 01' the iterated, measure-preserving 

trans1'ormation on a measure space. It is this theorem, strengthened shortly 

a1'terwards by G. D. Birkho1'1', in the 1'orm 01' convergence almost everywhere, 

which provided the 1'irst rigorous mathematical basis 1'or the 1'oundations 01' 

claSSical statistical mechanics. The subsequent developments in this 1'ield 

and the numerous generalizations 01' these results are well-known and will not 

be mentioned here in detail. Again, this success was due to the combination 

01' von Neumann's mastery 01' the techniques of the set-theoretically inspired 

methods 01' analysis and those originating in his own work on operators on 

Hilbert space. Still another domain 01' mathematical physics became accessible 

to precise and general considerations of modern analysis. In this instance 

again, a great initial advance was scored, but, 01' course, hare the story is 

really quite un1'inished; a mathematical treatment 01' the 1'oundations of 

statistical mechanics, in the case 01' classical dynamics, is 1'ar !'rom complete! 

It is very well to have the ergodic theorems and tha knowledge 01' the existence 

01' metrically transitive transformations; these 1'acts, however, 1'orm only a 

basis 01' the subject. Von Neumann often expressed in conversations a feeling 

that future progress Will depend on theorems which would allow a mathematically 
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satisfactory trea tment of t he subsequent parts of t he subject. A complete 

mathematical theory of the Boltzmann equation and precise theorems on the 

rates at which systems tend towards equilibrium are needed . 

Important work is contained in the article 56, a joint work with S. Bochner. 

The use of operator-theoretical methods allows a rather profound discussion of 

the properties of partial differential equations of the type A ~ c *' 
41= 41(tjX,y,z) = 4\, with A of the form 

as in problems of heat conduction, or A = ~ H, where H is the energy operator 

in Schr8dinger's quantum mechanical equation for non-stationary states. 

An example of the combination of analytical and geometrical techniques is 

the Joint work with Schoenberg, Bo. If S is a metric apace, d(f ,g) being the 

distance between any two elements of it, we call a function, ft' whose values 

lie in S and which is continuous, a screw function if d(ft,fs ) ~ F(t - s). The 

fundamental theorem determines the class of all such functions on a Hilbert 

space and determines their forn. (Any such function F(t) is given by 

where 'Y(u) is non-decreasing for u ~ 0 and such that h u-
2

d '/(u).) 

The paper 86, perhaps less well-known than it deserves to be, shows an 

increasing interest in approximation problems and in numerical work. It seems 

to me of very considerable didactical value. It deals with properties of finite 
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N x N matrices for large N. The behavior of the space of all linear operations 

on the N-dimensional complex Euclidean space is investigated. This is done 

in detail directly, and it is stated explicitly in the preface that such an 

asymptotic approach has been unjustifiably neglected compared to the usual 

approach which is the study of the limiting case, i.e., the actually infinitely 

dimensional unitary space, that is to say, Hilbert space. (It is curious to 

contrast this statement with the almost opposite point of view expressed in 

the introduction to his book, Mathematische Grundlasen der Quantenmechanik.) 

In general terms, the paper deals with the question of which Nth order 

matrices behave or behave approximately as if they were mth order matrices. 

(m being small compared to N and a divisor of it.) The notion of approximate 

behavior is made precise in a given metric or pseudo metric in the space of 

matrices. I should like to add that this paper has a praiseworthy elementary 

charaeter of exposition not always found in his work on Hilbert space. 

The work belonging to this same order of ideas is continued in his joint 

paper, 91, with BarglDBJIIl and Montgomery. It contains an account of various 

methods of solving a system of linear equations and is oriented towards the 

possibUities, already beginning to appear at that time, of computations 

involving the use of electronic machines. 

In problems of applied analysis, the war years brought a need for quick 

estimates and approximate results in problems which often d o not present a 

very "clean" appearance, that is to say, mathematically very inhomogeneous, 

the physical phenomena to be calculated involving, in addition to the main 

process, a number of external perturbations whose effect cannot be neglected 

or even separated in additional variables. This situation comes up often in 
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questions of present day technology and forces one, at least initially, to 

resort to strictly numerical methods, not because one requires the results 

with high accuracy but simply to achieve qualitative orientation! This fact, 

perhaps somewhat deplorable for a mathematical purist, was realized by 

von Neumann whose interest in numerical analysis increased greatly at that 

time. 

A Joint work with H. H. Goldstine, 94, presents a study of the problem of 

the numerical inversion of matrices of high order. Among other things, it 

attempts to give rigorous error estimates. Interesting results are obtained 

on the precision achievable in inverting matrices of order ~150. Estimates 

are obtained "in the general case." ("General" means that under plausible 

assumed statistics, these estimates hold with the exception of a set of low 

probability. ) 

In a subsequent paper on this subject, 109, the problem is reconsidered in 

an effort to obtain optimum numerical estimates. Given a matrix A = (a
iJ

) 

(i,J = 1, 2, .•• n) whose elements are independent random variables, each 

normally distributed, the probability that the upper bound of this matrix 

1/2 exceeds 2.72 ern where cr is the dispersion of each variable, is less than 

.027 x 2-n n-l / 2 • 

The development of the fast electronic computing machines was prompted 

primarily by the need of a quick orientation and answer to problems in math-

ematical physics and engineering. There is, as a byproduct, an opportunity 

for some lighter work! Thus, for example, one can now try to satisfy, to a 

modest extent, some of the curiosity which is felt about certain interesting 

sequences of integers, e.g., to mention the simplest ones, the appearance of 

the sequence of digits in the development of e and -nr, carried to many thousands 
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of places. One such computation, perf ormed on the machine at the Institute for 

Advanced Study, gives the first 2,000 partial quotients of the cube root of 2 

in its development as a continued fraction. Johnny was interested in ~ch 

experimental work no matter how simple-minded the problem; in one discussion 

in Los Alamos on such questions, he asked to be given "interes t ing" numbers for 

computation of their continued fraction development. I named the quartic 
\ 

irrationality y given by the equations y ~ ~ where x ~ -----1 1 as one in 
x + y + x 

whose development there might appear some curious regularities. Computations 

of many other numbers were planned, but it is not known to me whether this 

little project was ever pursued. 
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7. ~ Theory and Economics. '1h1s subject forms a new, rapidly developing 

chapter in pre~nt-day mathematical research; it is essentially a creation of 

von Neumann's. His fundamental. work in this field will be described elllewhere 

in this volume by and I Bhal.l content myself with remarking 

that it presents some of his most fecund and influential work. It was Borel, 

in a note in the Comptes-Rendus in 1921, who first fonuulated a mathematical 

scheme describing IItrategies in a game between two playerll. The subject can, 

however, be dated as really originating in the paper of von Neumann, no. 17. 

It is there that the fundamental. "minimax" theorem is proved and the general 

scheme of a game between n players (n it 2) is fonuulated. Such schemata, 

quite apart from their interest and applications to actual gamell in economics, 

etc. introduced a wealth of novel combinatorial problems of purely mathematical 

interest. The theorem that Min Max = Max Min and the corollaries on the exist

ence of saddle points of functions of many variables is contained in his 1928 

paper, 72. They are shown to be a consequence of a generalization of Brouwer's 

fixed-point theorem and of the following geometrical fact. Let a, T be two 

non-empty, convex, closed, and bounded sets contained in the Euclidean spaces 

Rn and Rm respectively. Let Sx T be the direct product of these sets and V, W 

two closed subsets of it. Assume that for every element x of S the set 

Q(x) of all Y such that (x,y) belongs to V is a closed convex and non

empty set. Analogously, for every y in T the set P(y) of all x such 

that (x,y) belongs to W also has this property. 'nlen the sets V and W 

have at least one point in cOlllllOn. 'nlis theorem, further discussed by Kakutani, 

Nash, Brown and others, plays a central role in the proofs of existence of 

"good strategies". 

Game theory, including now a study of :!n:llnite games (first fonuulated by 

Mazur in Poland around 1930) is in vigorous mathematical development. It 
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suffices to refer to the work contained in the three volumes, Contributions 

to Game Theory (Princeton ). To point out the walth of ideas, the 

variety at ingenious formulations in purely mathematical context, and the 

increasing number of important applications, it abounds in simply stated 

problems still unsolved. 

Economics: 
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8. Dynamics, Mechanics ot Continua, Meteorolog1cal. Calc:ulations. In two 

papers written jointly Vith S. Chandrs ... khar, (84 and 88) the folioVing 

problem is considered. A random distr1bution of mass centers 1s assumed; 

these might be, for example, stars in a cluster or a cluster ot nebulae. 

These masses are lIUtua.l..ly attracting and in motion. The problem is to 

develop the stat1st1cs of the fluctuating gravitational f1eld and the study 

of the motions of individual. masses subject to the c:hanging influence of the 

varying local. d1stributions. In the first paper, the problem of the rate of 

the fluctuations in the distribution tunction for the torce is solved through 

ingenious calc:ulations, and a general. formula. is obtained for the probability 

distributions W(F ,f) of a graY! tational. field strength F and an 88soc1ated 

rate of change f \Ih1ch is the der1vative of F with respect to time. Among 

the results obtained ia the theorem that tor _ak fields the probabil1ty of a 

change occurring in the t1e ld acting at a given instant of time is independent 

of the direction and magnitude of the initial. tield, \Ih11e for strong tields, 

the probability of a change occurring in the direction of the init1al field is 

twice as great as in a direction at right angles to it. 

The second paper is devoted to a statistical. analysi. of the speed ot 

fluctuations in the torce per unit mass acting on a star \Ih1ch moves Vith a 

veloc1ty V Vith respect to the centroid of the nearby stars. This problem 

is solved on the assumption ot a uniform Poisson distribution of the stars 

and a spherical distribution of the local velocities. It is solved for a 

general. distribution of ditterent masses. An expression is derived for the 

correlations in the force acting at tvo very close points. Tbe method gives 

the asymptotic behavior of the space correlations. Von Neumann was long 

interested in the phenomenon of turbulence. The writer remembers diSCUSSions 

in 1931 on the possibility of a statistical treatment ot the Navier-stokes 

equations by an analysis of hydrodynlllllical problems through replacement ot 
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the partial differential equations by a s;ylltem of infinitely many total 

differential equations satisfied by the Fourier coefficients in the develop

ment of the Lagrangian functions in a Fourier series. A mimeographed report 

written by von Neumann for the Office of Naval Research in 1949, ''Recent 

'BIeories of TUrbulence", constitutes a penetrating and lucid presentation 

of the ideu of Onaager and Kolmogoroff, and of other work up to that time. 

With the beginning of the second World War, von Neumann undertook a 

study of problems presented by the motions of compressible gases and especially 

the perplexing phenanena of formation of discontinuities, e. g ., shocks. 

'!'be greater part of his voluminous study in this field was prompted by 

problems arising in defense work. They were published in the form of reports. 

A selection is included in the bibliography. 

It is impossible to summarize here this varied workj most of it is 

characterized by his incisive analytical technique and the acc:ustomea clarity 

of logic. In the theory of interaction of colliding shocke, hie contributione 

are e8pecially noteworthy. One result is the first rigorous justification of 

the Cbapman-Jouguet hypotheeis concerning the procees of detonation, that 18, 

a canbuation process initiated by a shock. . 

The first syetematic cievelo:pnent of the theory of reflection of shock 

wavea vas initiated by von Neumann (Progrese Report on the 'BIeory of Slwck 

Wave, NDRC, Div. 8, OSRD, No. 1140, 1943 and 114, Oblique Reflection of 

SlwckS, NavY Depe.rtment, Explosive Research Report No. 12, 1943). 

AI. noted. before, the problem of following, even only qualitatively, the 

motions of compreseible media in two or three dimensions BUrp&sees the present 

powers of explicit analysis. What is woree, the mathematical foundations of 

a theory 1IIhich would describe the physical phenanena are, perhape 80 far, 

quite inadequate. Von Neumann' 8 feelings in this matter are well expressed 

in canments contained in 108; 
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"'DIe question as to whether a solution which one has found 
by mathematical reason really occurs in nature and whether 
the existence of several solutions vi th certain good or be.d 
features can be excluded beforehand, is a quite difficult 
and ambiguous one. 'l'bis subject has been considered in the 
classical literature as well a8 in the more recent literature, 
on videly varying levels of rigor and of ite opposite. In 
summa, it 18 quite difficult ever to be l!Ilre of anything in 
this domain. Mathematically, one is in a continuous stete 
of uncertainty, because the usual theorems of existence and 
uniqueness of a solution, that one vould like to have, have 
never been demonstrated and are probably not true in their 
obvious forms. " 

and later, 

~s there exists a vide variety of mathematical possibilities 
in fluid mechaniCS, vith respect to permitting discontinuities, 
demanding a reasonable thennodynamic behavior etc., etc. There 
probably exists a set of conditions under which one and only 
one solution exists in every reasonably stated problem. However, 
we have only =18es as to what it 18 and we have to be guided 
almost entirely by phyll1cal intuition in searching for it. It 
is therefore impossible to be very specific about any point. 
And it is difficult to say about any solution which has been 
derived, vith any degree of asl!llrance, that it is the one which 
must ex11lt in nature. n 

One has to resort to numerical work in special cases if only to get a 

beuristi~ ins~t into these difficult questions. In a vbole series of 

reports, von Neumann discussed the best numerical procedures, differencing 

schemes, questions of numerical stability of computetional schemes for such 

calculations. One should mention in particular the paper (100) vith Richtmyer, 

where, in order not to introduce explicitly the shock conditions and discon-

tinuitie., a purely mathematical, fictitious viscosity is introduced, alloving 

one to proceed to calculate the motion of shocks vithout postulating them 

expliCitly but folloving step by step the ordinary hydrodynamic equations. 

The formidable mathematical problems presented by the hydrodynamical 

equations of the motions of the earth's atmosphere fasCinated von Neumann 

tor a conSiderable time. With the advent of computing machines, a deteiled 
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numerical study at least at simpl1f'ied versions at the problems became 

pOSSible, and a large program at such work was started by _ him. At 

the Institute in Princeton, a meteorological research group was established; 

the plan was to attack the problem at numerical weather solution by a lltep

by-step investigation 01' models which were to approximate more and more 

closel;y the real propertiell 01' the atmosphere. A numerical investigation at 

truly }-d1mensional motions is at present impractical even on the most 

advanced electroniC computing machines. ('lh1s may not be the case, say 

tive ;years fram nov.) 

The tirst highly schematized computations which von Neumann initiated 

dealt with a 2-dimensional model and tor the most part in the eo-called 

geostrophic approximation. Later, what might be called "2 + t" dimensional 

bydrodynmnical computations were performed by assuming two or three 2-dimensional 

modele corresponding to ditterent altitudes or pressure levele interacting with 

each other. This problem was dear to his mind, both because at its intrinsic 

mathematical interest, and because at the enormous technological consequences 

which a euccesatul solution could have. He believed that our knowledge of 

dynamics of controlling processes in the atmosphere, together with the develop

ment 01' computing machines, was approaching a level that vauld permit weather 

prediction. Beyond that, he believed that one could understand, calculate, 

and perh8,ps put into eftect processes ultimately permitting control and change 

at the climate. 

In the paper (120) he speculated on the approach at the time vben one 

could produce, with the now available vast nuclear sources at energy, changes 

in the general circulation 01' the atmosphere of the lIame order of magnitude as 

"the great globe itself " . In such problems vbere the physics of the phenanena 

are already understood, it might be that a future Mathematical Analysis v1ll 

enable the human race to extend vastly its control over nature. 
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Theory and Practice of Comput1og ~ Electronic Mach1oes, Monte ~ Method 

Von Neumann's 10terest 10 numerical work had different sources. One stemmed 

from his original work on the role of formalism in mathematical logic and 

set-theory, and his youthful work was concerned extensively with Hilbert's 

program of conSidering mathematics as a f10ite game. Another equally strong 

motivation came from his work in problems of mathematical physics 10cluding 

the purely theoretical work on ergodic theory in classical physics and his 

contributions to quantum theory. A grow1og exposure to the more practical 

problems encountered 10 hydrodynamics and in the manifold problems of mechanics 

of cont1oua arising in the technology of nuclear energy led directly to problems 

of computation. 

We have already briefly discussed his 10terest in the problems of turbu-

lence, general dynamics of continua, and meteorological calculations. 

I remember quite well how, very early 10 the Los Alamos Project, it became 

obvious that analytical work alone was often not sufficient to provide even 

qualitative answers. The numerical work by hand and even the use of desk 

comput1og machines would require a prohibitively long time for these problems. 

This Situation seemed to proVide the f10al spur for von Neumann to engage him

self energetically in the work on methods of computation ut1liz1og the elec-

tronic machinell. 

For several years von Neumann had felt that 10 many problems of hydro

dynamiCs--1o propagation and the behavior of llhocks, and generally 10 cases 

where the non-linear partial differential equations describ10g the phenomena 

had to be applied 10 instance II 1ovolv1og large displacementll (that is to say, 

10 cases where l1oearization would not adequately approximate the true description) 

numerical work was necessary to proVide heuristic material for a future theory. 

This final necessity compelling him to examine, from itll foundations, the 

problem of computing on electronic machines and, during 1944 and 1945, he 
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formulated the now f'undamental methods at' translating a set of mathemat1cal 

procedures into a language at' instruct10ns for a computing machine. 'DIe 

electron1c machine of that time (e.g., the En1ac) lacked the flex1bility and 

general1ty which they now possess in the handling at' mathemat1cal problems. 

Speeking broadly, each problem required a special and d1t'ferent system of 

wiring, in order to enable the machine to pert'orm the prescribed operat10ns 

in a given sequence. Von Neumann's great contr1but10n was the 1dea of a 

fixed and rather un1versal set of connect10ns or circu1ts in the machine, a 

"flow d1agram", and IS "code" so as to enable a fixed set at' connect10ns in 

the machine to have the means of solving a very great variety of problems. 

While, a pr10ri at least, the possibilityat' such an arrangement m1ght be 

obv1ous to mathemat1cal 10g1cians, the execution and practice of such a 

universal method was far from obv10us With the then ex1sting electron1c 

technology. 

It 1s easy to underestimate, even now, ten years after the incept10n of 

such methods, the great poss1bi11ties opened through such theoretical experi

mentation in problems of mathematical physics. 'DIe field 1s st1ll new and it 

seems rieky to meke prophesies, but the already accumulated mass of theoretical 

experiments in hydrodynamics, magneto-hydrodynamiCS, and quantum-theoretical 

calculat10ns, etc., allow one to hope that good syntheses may arise from these 

computat10ns. 

'DIe engineering of the computing machines owes a great deal to von Neumann. 

'DIe logical schemata of the machines, the planning of the relative roles of 

the1r memory, their speed, the selection of fundamental "orders" and their 

circuits in the present machines bear heavily the imprint at' his ideas. Von 

Neumann himself supervised the construction of a machine at the Inst1tute for 

Advanced Study in Princeton, so as to have an acquaintance With the engineering 

problems involved and at the SMle time to have at hand th1s tool f or novel 
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experimentation. Even bet ore the machine was finished, which took longer than 

anticipated, he was involved in setting up and executing enormous computations 

arising in certain problems at the IDs Alamos Laboratory. One of these, the 

problem ot following the course of a thermonuclear reaction, involved more 

than a billion of elementary arithmetical operations and elementary logical 

orders. The problem was to tind a "yes" or "no" answer to the question ot 

propagation of a reaction. One was not concerned With providing the tinal 

data with great accuracy but, in order to obtain an &Dswer to the original 

question, all the intermediate and detailed computations seemed necessary. 

It 1s true that guessing the behavior ot certain elements ot the problem, 

together With hand calculations, could indeed throw considerable light on 

the tinal answer. In order to increase the degree of confidence in estimates 

thus obtained by intuition, an enormous amount ot computational work had to 

be undertaken. This seems to be rather cOlIDDon in BOme new problems ot mathe

matical physicS and of modern technology. Astronomical accuracy is not required 

in the description ot the phenomena; in some cases, one would be satiatied With 

predicting the behavior "up to 10 percent" and yet during tile course or the 

calculations, the individual steps have to be kept as accurate 8.8 possible. 'l\Ie 

enormous number ot elementary steps then poses the problem ot estimating the 

reliabllity ot tinal results and problems on the intrinsic stabllity ot mathe

matical methods and their computational execution. 

In rece1v:ing the Fermi prize or the AtomiC Energy CommiUion, von Neumann 

was cited especially tor his contribution to the development ot computing on 

the electronic machines, so useful in many aspects or nuclear 8cience and 

technology. 

The electronic computing machines With their speed ot computation surpassing 

that ot the hand calculations by a tactor ot many thousands invite the invention 

ot entirely new methods not only in numerical analy8is in the classical sense, 
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but in the very foundations of procedures of mathematical analyu1s itself. 

Nobody lIaB more aware ot theBe 1IIIplications than von Neumann. A BIIIall example 

of what we mean here can be 1llustrated by the so·called Monte Carlo Method. 

'!be methods at numerical analysis as developed in the past tor hand work, or 

even tor the relay machines, are not necessarily optimal for computations on 

the electron1c machines. So, for example, it is obviOUS that instead ot 

employing tables of elementary functions, it is more economical to compute 

the dee1red values d1rectly. Next, 1t 111 clear that the procedures of inte· 

gration ot equations by reduction to quadratures, etc., can nov be Circumvented 

by schemes eo complicated aritbmetically that they could not even be considered 

tor hand work, but which are very teasible on the nev machines. Literally 

dozens ot computational tricks, "subroutinea", e.g., tor calculating elementary 

algebraical or transcendental functions, t or solving at auxiliary equationa, 

etc. were produced by von Neumann during the yeara tolloving the World War. 

Some of th1ll lIOrk, by the way, ia not as yet generally available to the mathe· 

matical publiC, but ia more videly known among the nov numerous technological 

and acient1tic groups utilizing the computing m~hines in induatrial or govern· 

ment projects. This work includes methods tor finding e1genvaluea and inveraion 

of matrices, methods tor economical aearch tor extrema of funct10ns of several 

var1ables, product10n ot randCID dig1ta, etc. M..tch ot this exhibits the typical 

combinatorial dexter1ty, in BOme cases, of v1rtuoao qual1ty, ot his early vork 

in mathematical logic and algebraical studies in operator theory. 

The s1lllp11c1ty at mathematical tormulat10n ot the princ1plea ot mathemat1cal 

phys1cs hoped tor in the nineteenth century seems to be conspicuously absent in 

modern theories. A perplexing variety and wealth ot structure tound in what one 

conBidered as elementary part1cles, seem to postpone the hopes tor an early 

mathematical syntheB1a. In applied phyBicB and in technology one 111 forced to 

deal nth Bituat10ns which, mathematically, present mixtures of ditterent systems: 
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For example, 1n addition to a system of particles whose behavior is governed 

by equations of mechanics, there are 1nteracting electrical tields, described 

by partial d11'ferential equations ; or, 1n the study of behavior ot neutron

produc1ng usemblies, one hall, 1n addition to a system ot neutrons, the hydro

dynamical and the thermodynamical properties ot the vbole system 1nteract1ng 

with the discrete usembly of these particles. 

Fran the po1nt of viev ot comb1natorics alone, not to mention the d11't1-

culties of analysis 1n the handl1ng ot several partial d1:r:rerential and 1ntegral 

equations, it is clear that II.t the present time, there is very little hope of 

t1nding solutions 1n II. closed torm. In order to t1nd, ~ only qualitatively, 

the properties of such systems, one is torced to look tor pr8{!Jllatic methods. 

\ole decided to look for ways to t1nd, as it were, homomorphic images ot 

the given physical problem 1n II. m&thematical schema which could be represented 

by a system of tictitious "particles" treated by an electronic oanputer. It is 

especially 1n problems 1nvolv1ng :functions ot a considerable number ot 1ndependent 

variables that such procedures \/Ould be applied. To give a very simple concrete 

example of such a Monte Carlo approach, let us consider the question ot evalu

ating the volume of a subregion of II. given n-dimensional "cube" described by a 

set of 1nequalities. Instead ot the usual method of approximat1ng the volume 

required by a systematiC subdivision of the space 1nto its lattice po1nts one 

could select, !! random, with unitorm probabUity, a nWllber of po1nts 1n space 

and determ1ne (on the mach1ne) how ma.ny ot these po1nts belong to the given 

region. 'lhis proportion will give us, accord1ng to elementary facts of proba

bUity theory, an approximate value of the relative volumes, with the probability 

!! close .!2 ~ as we wish, by employing a sufficient nWllber ot sample po1nts. 

As a somevbat more canplicated example, consider the problem of dittuaion 1n a 

region ot space bounded by surfaces which partly reflect and partly absorb the 

d11'tusing particles. If the geanetry ot the region is complicated, it might be 
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more economical to try to perform ''physically'' a lArge number or such random 

walks rather than to try to solve the integro-dtrrerential equations classically. 

'lbeee ''walks'' can be performed conveniently on machines and such a procedure in 

ract reverses the treatment which in probability theory reduces the study or 

rsndom walks to the study or dtrrerential equations. 

Another instance or such methodology is, given a set or runctional equations, 

t o attempt to tr&nsrorm it into an equivalent one which would admit or a prob

abilistic or game theory interpretation. 'Ibis latter would allov one to play, 

on a machine, the games illustrating the random processeo and the distributions 

obtained would give a rair idea ~ the solution or the original equations. 

Better still, the hope would be to obtain directly a ''homomorphic image" or the 

behaVior ot the physical system in question. It has to be stated that in many 

phyllical problems presently considered, the dtrrerential equations originally 

obtained by certain idealizations, are not, so to say, very sacrosanct any 

more. A direct study or models or the system on computing machines may possess 

a heuristic value, at least. A great number or problems were treated in this 

rashion towards the end or the war and in rolioving years by von Neumann snd 

the vriter. At rirst, the probabilistic interpretation vaB immediately suggested 

by the physical situation itself. Later, problems ot the third class mentioned 

above were studied. A theory or such mathematical models 1s still very incomplete. 

In partiCular, estimates or tluctuations snd accuracy are not a8 yet developed. 

Here again, von Neumann contributed a large number ot ingenious ways, ror example 

by playing SUitable games, or producing sequences or numbers in the given 

probability distributions. He alao devised probabilistiC models ror treatment 

or the Boltzmann equation and important stochastic models tor some strictly 

deterministiC problems in hydrodynamics. Much ot this work is scattered through

out various laboratory reports or is atill in manuacript. One certainly hopes 

that in the near tuture, sn orgsnized select10n will be available to the 

mathematical public. 
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Theory ot AutCIIIBta, Probabilistic Logic. An. account of this work 18 given 

in Protessor Shannon's article, 

This work, like that in game theory, bas st1lza1lated, during the laat tev 

years, a wide and increas1ngly expllllding number ot studies and IleBIIIII to ., 

to rank with his most fert1le idau. Here a cCllllbination ot his intereat in 

_th_tical logic, CCDpUting mcb1nes, _th_tical ~1s, and the knowledge 

ot problema ot _th_tical physica, COllIe to be&%' t'ru1t in new cOlUltructioos. 

The ideas ot Turing, McCu.lloch, and Pitta on the representation ot logical 

propoaition.a by electrical netvl:>rka or idealized nervoua a~t_ 1n.Bpired h1lII 

to propose and outline a general theory ot autaata. Its notion.a and tel'llll..nology 

ccme trail several tielda -- _theDBtica, electrical ens'neer1ng, and neurology. 

Such studies nov promise more conquests ot _th_tica in its ability to 

tonallze, perhaps at first on an ~ s1lllplitied level, the workings ot 

an organiem and ot the nervoU8 syatem i tselt • 
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Nuclear Energy, Work at Los Alamos. 

The discovery of the phenomena of fiasion in uranium caused 

by absorption of neutrons with s consequent relesse of more neutrons -

came just before the outbreak of the Second World War. A number of 

physicists have resli~ed at once the possibility of a vast release of 

energy ' in an exponential reaction in a mass of uranium, and discussions 

started on quantitative evaluation of arrangements which would lead to 

utili~ation of this new source of energy. 

Theoretical phYSicists form a much smaller and more closely 

knit group than mathematicians snd, in general, the interchange of results 

snd ideas is more rapid among them. Von Neumann, whose work in foundations 

of quantum theorx brought him early into contact with most of the leading 

physicists, was aware of the new experimental fscts and participated, from 

the beginning, in their speculstions on the enormous technological possibilities 

latent in the phenomens of fission. The outbreak of war found him already 

engaged in scientific work connected with problems of defense. It was not 

until late in 1943, however, that he was asked by Oppenheimer to visit the 

Los Alamoa Laboratory as a consultant and began to participate in the work 

which waa to culminate in the cocstruction of the atomic bomb . 

The first self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction was established 

by a group of physicists headed by Fermi in Chicago on December 2, 1~2, 

through the construction of a pile, an arrangement of uranium and a moderating 

substance where the neutrocs are slowed down in order to increase their proba

bility of causing further fissions. A pile forms a very lsrge object and 

the time for the e-folding of the number of neutrons is relatively long. 

The project established st Los Alamos hsd as its aim to produce s very fast 
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reaction in a relatively amall amount of the 235 isotope of uranium 

or plutonium, leading to an explosive releaae of a vast amount of energy. 

The scientific group began to assemble in late spring of 1943 and 

by fall of that year a great number of eminent theoretical and experimental 

phyaicists were settled there. When von Neumann arrived in Los Alamos, 

diverae methods of assembling a critical mass of fissionable material 

were being examined; no scheme vas a priori certain of success, one of 

the problems being vhether a suffiCiently fast assembly is possible before 

the nuclesr reaction vould lead to a mild or mediocre explosion preventing 

the utilization of most of the material. 

E. Teller remembers hov Johnny arrived in Lamy (the station 

Dear Los Alamos), vas brought up to the "hill", surrounded at that time 

by great secrecy, in an official car: 

"Wben he srrived, the Coordinating Council was just in 

session. Our Director, Oppenheimer, vaa reporting on 

the Ottawa meeting in Canada. His speech contained lota 

of references to most important people snd equally important 

decisions, one of which sffected us closely: We could expect 

the srrival of the British contingent in the near future. After 

he finished the speech he asked vhether there were any questions 

or comments. The sudience was impressed and no questions were 

asked. Then Oppenheimer suggested that there might be questions 

on some other topics. After a second or two a deep voice (whose 

source has been lost to history) spoke, 'When shsll we have a 

shoemaker on the Hill?' Even though no scientific problem was 

discussed with Johnny at that time, he asserted that as of thst moment he 

waa fully familiar with the nsture of Los Alamoa." 
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The atmosphere of work waa extremely intense st thst time 

and more characteriatic of university aeminars than technological 

or engineering lsboratories by its informality and the exploratory 

and, one might say, abstract character of scientific discussions. 

I remember rather vividly that it was with aome aatoniahment that I 

found, upon arriving at Los Alamos, a milieu reminiscent of a group 

of msthematicians discussing their abstract speculations rsther than of 

engineers working on a well defined practical project - discussions were 

going on informslly often until late at night. Scientifically, a 

striking feature of the situation was the diversity of problems, esch 

equally important for the auccess of the project: For example, there 

was the problem of the distribution, in space and time, of the neutrons 

whose number increases exponentially; equally important was the problem 

of following the increasing deposition of energy by fisa i ons in the 

material of the bomb, the calculation of hydrodynamical motions in the 

exploaion, the distribution of energy in the form of radiation, and finally 

the following the courae of the motions of the material surrounding the 

bomb after it has lost its criticality. It was vital to understand all 

these questiona which involved very different mathematical problems . 

It is imposaible here to detail the contributiona of von Neumann; 

I shall try to indicate some of the more important onea. Early in 1944 

a method of implosion waa considered for the assembly of the fissionable 

material. This involves a spherical impulse given to the material, followed 

by the compression. Von Neumann, Bethe, snd Teller were the firat to 

recogni~e the advantagea of this scheme. Teller told him about the 
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experimental work of Neddermeyer and collaborated with von Neumann on 

working out the essential consequences of such spherical geometry. Von 

Neumann came to the conclusion that one could produce exceedingly great 

preasures by this method and it became clear i " the discussion that great 

pressures would bring about considerable compressions ss well . In order 

to start the implosion in s sufficiently symmetrical manner, the original 

push given by high explosives had to be delivered by simultaneously detonating 

it from many points. Tuck and von Neumann suggested that it be supplemented 

by the use of high explosive lenses. 

We mentioned before von Neumsnn's sbility, perhaps somewhat rare 

among mathematicians, to commune with the physicists, understand their 

language, and transform it silently and almost instsntly into s 

mathematicians schemes snd expressions. Then, after following it as 

such, he could translate it into expressions in common use among physicists. 

The first attempts to calculate the motions resulting from an 

implosion were extremely schematic. The equations of state of the 

materials involved were only imperfectly known, but even with crude 

mathemsticsl spproximations one was led to equations whose solutiGn was 

beyond the scope of explicit analytical methods. It becsme obvious that 

extensive and tedious numericsl work was necessary in order to obtain 

quantitatively correct resulta and it is in this connection that computing 

machines appeared as a necessary aid. 
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A still more complicated problem is thst of the calculation 

of the characteristics of the nuclear explosion. The amount of 

energy liberated in it depends on the hiatory of the outward motions 

which are, of course, governed by the rate of energy deposition and 

by the thermodynamic properties of the material and radiation at the 

very high temperatures which are generated. One had to be aatisfied 

for the firat experiment with approximate calculations; however, aa 

mentioned before, even the order of magnitude is not easy to estimste 

without intricate computations. After the end of the war the desire to 

economize on the materisl a r,d to maximize its utilizstion prompted the 

need for much more precise calculations. Here again von Neumann's contri

butions to the msthematical treatment of the resulting physical questions 

were considerable. 

~lresdy during the wsr, the possibilities of thermonuclesr reactions 

were considered, at first only in discussions, then in preliminary calculstions. 

Von Neumann participated actively as s member of an imaginative group which 

considered various achemes for making possible such resctions on s large 

scale. The problems involved in treating the conditions necessary for such 

a reaction and in following its course are even more complex mathematically 

than those sttending a fission explosion (whose chsrscteristics are indeed 

a prerequisite for following the larger problem). After one discussion 

in which we outlined the course of such a calcula tion, von Neumann turned to 

me and aaid, "Probably in its execution we shall hsve to perform more 

elementary arithmetical steps than the total in all the computstiona performed 

by the human race heretofore". We noticed, however, that the total number 
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of multiplicationa made by school children of the world in the course 

of a few yesrs sensibly exceeded that of our problem! 

Limitations of space make it impossible to give sn account 

of the innumerable smaller technicsl contributions of von Neumann 

welcomed by physiCists and engineers engaged in this project. 

Von Neumann was very adept in performing dimenaional estimates 

and algebraical and numerical computationa in his head without using 

a pencil and paper. This abil1 ty, perhaps somewhat akin to the talent 

of playing chess blindfolded, often impreased the physicists. My 

impression was that von Neumann did not visuali~e the physical objects under 

consideration but rather treated their propertiea as logical consequences 

of the fundamental physical aasumptions; but he vas able to play a 

deductive game with these astonishingly well! 

One trait of bia scientific peraonality which made him very much 

liked and sought after by those engaged in applicationa of mathematicsl 

techniques was a willingness to listen attentively even to questions aometimes 

without much scientific import, but presenting combinatorial attractions of 

a pu~~le. Many of his interlocutors were helped actively or elae 

consoled by knowing that there is no msgic in mathematics known to anyone 

containing easy answers to their problems. His unselfish willingness to 

be involved in perhaps too diverse and certainly too numerous activities 

where mathematicsl insight might be useful (they are ao increasingly common 

in technology nowsdays) put aevere demands on his time. In the years 

following the end of the Second World War, he found himself torn between 

conflicting demands on his time almost every moment. 

Von Neumann atrongly believed that the technological revolution 
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initiated by the release of nuclear energy would cauae more profound 

changes in human SOCiety, in particulsr in the development of science, 

than any technological discovery made in the previous hiatory of the race. 

In one of the very few instances of talking about his own successful 

guesaes, he told me that, as a very young man, he believed thst nuclesr 

energy would be made available and change the order of human activitiea 

during his lifetime! 

He participated actively in the early speculations and deliberationa 

on the possibility of controlled thermonuclear reactions. When in 1954 

he became a member of the Atomic Energy Commission, he worked on the 

technical and economical problems relating to the building and operation 

of fisaion reactors. In this position he also apent a great deal of time 

in the organization of studies of mathematical computing machines and the 

meana to make them availabl e to universities and other research centers. 

* * * * * * * * 
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This fragmentary account of von Neumann's diverse achievements 

and this cursory peregrination through the mathematical disciplines 

in which he left so many permanent imprints, may raise the question 

whether there was a thread of continuity throughout his work. 

As Poincare has phrased it: "11 y a des problemes qu'on se 

pose et des problemes qui se posent." Now, fifty years after the 

great French mathematician formulated this indefinite distinction, the 

state of mathematics presents this division in a more acute fOnID. Many 

more of the objects considered by mathematicisns are their own free 

creations, often, so to say, special generalizations of previous 

constructions. These are sometimes originally inspired by the schemata 

of physics, others evolve genetically from free mathematical crestiops -

in some cases propheticslly anticipating the actual patterns of physical 

relations. Von Neumann's thought was obvioualy influenced by both tendencies. 

It was his desire to preserve, so far as possible, the connection between 

the pyramiding mathematical constructions and the increasing combinatorial 

complexity presented by physics snd the natursl sciences in general, a 

connection which seems to be growing more snd more elusive. 

Some of the grest mathematiciana of the eighteenth century, in particular 

Euler, succeeded in incorporating into the domain of mathematical analysis 

descriptions of many natural phenomena. Von Neumann's work attempted 

to cast in a similar role the mathematics stemming from aet theory and 

modern slgebrs. This is of course, nowadays, a vastly more difficult 

undertsking. The infinitesimal calculus and the subsequent growth of snalysis 

through most of the nineteenth century led to hopes of not merely 

cataloguing, but of underatanding the contents of the Pandora'a box opened 
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by the discoveries of physicsl sciences. Such hopes sre now illusory, 

if only becsuse the resl number system of the Euclidesn space can 

no longer claim, slgebraicslly, or even only topologically, to be the 

unique or even the best msthematicsl substratum for physical theories. 

The physicsl ideas of the 19th century, dominated mathematically by 

differential and integral equations and the theory of analytic functions, 

have become inadequate. The new quantum theory requires on the analytic side 

a set-theoretically more general point of view, the primitive notions 

themselves involving probability distributions and infinite-dimenaionel 

function spaces . The elgebraical counterpart to this involves a study 

of combinatorial and algebraic structures more general than those presented 

by resl or complex numbers alone . Von Neumann's work came at a time when 

the whole complex of ideas stemming from Cantor's set theory and the 

algebraical work of Hilbert, Weyl, Noether, Artin, Brauer, and others 

could be explOited for this purpose. 

Another major source from which general mathematical investigations 

are beginning to develop is a new kind of combinatorial analysis stimulated 

by the recent fundamental researches in the biological sciences. Here, 

the lack of general method st the present time is even more noticeable. 

The problems sre essentially non-linesr, snd of an extremely complex 

combinstorial charscter; it seems that many years of experimentation and 

heuristic studies will be necessary before one can hope to achieve the 

insight required for decisive syntheses. An awareness of this is what 

prompted von Neumann to devote so much of his work of the last ten years 

to the study and the construction of computing machines and to formulate 

a preliminary outline for the study of automata. 
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Surveying von Neumann's work and seeing how ramified and extended 

it is, one could say "ith Hilbert: "One ia led to aak oneself whether 

the science of mathematics will not end, as has been the case for a 

long time now for other sciences, in a subdivision of separate parta 

"hose representatives will barely understand each other snd whose connections 

will continue to diminish? I neither think so nor hope for this; the 

science of mathematics is an indivisible whole, an organism whose vital 

force haa as its premise the indissolubility of its parts. Whstever the 

diversity of subjects of our science in its details, we are nonetheleas 

struck by the equivalence of the logical procedures, the relation of ideas 

in the whole of science and the numeroua analogies in its different domains .• " *. 
the 

Von Neumann's work was a contribution to this ideal of/universality and 

organic unity of mathemstics. 

* . , Hilbert: Problemes futurs des Msthemetiques, Comptes-Rendus, 2eme Congres 
International de Msth~matiques, PariS, 1900 
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Among the numerous scientific positions held by von Neumann, one 
should name his Gibbs Lecturerships in the American Mathematical Society 
(1937); he gave the American Mathematical Society Colloquium Lecture in 
1937. Vanuxem Lecturer at Princeton University in 1953. He vas president 
of the American Mathematical Society from 1951 - 1953. During his years as 
a professor at the Institute in Princeton, he gave lectures, too numerous 
to list, at various learned societies and academic institutions. 

He served as a co-editor of the Annals of Mathematics in Princeton from 
1933 - 1957, and of Compositio Mathematica (Amsterdam, Netherlands) from 
1935 - 1957. 

The society memberships included: American Mathematical Society; 
American Physical Society; Econometric Society; International Statistical 
Institute, The Hague, Netherlands; Sigma Xi. 

He vas a member of the folloving academies: 

Academia Nacional de Ciencias Exactas, Lima, Peru 
Academia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome, Italy 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences 
American Philosophical Society 
Instituto Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere, Milano, Italy 
National Academy of Sciences 
Royal Netherlands Academy of Sciences and Letters, 

Amsterdam, Netherlands 

He vas avarded the folloving Honorary Doctors degrees: Princeton 
University 1947; University of Pennsylvania and Harvard University 1950; 
University of Istanbul, Turkey, and UniverSity of Maryland 1950. 

Among the distinctions and honors received: 

Rockefeller Fellowship - 1926 
Bocher Prize, American Mathematical Society - 1937 
Medal for Merit (Presidential Avard), distinguished 

Civilian Service Avard - U. S. Navy - 1947 
Medal of Freedom (Presidential Avard) - 1956 
Albert Einstein Commemorative Avard - 1956 
Enrico Fermi Avard - 1956 
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An incomplete list of scientific and organizational activities contains 
the folloving positions! From 1940 - 1957, he vas a member of the Scientific 
Advisory Committee, Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, 
Maryland; the Navy Bureau of Ordnance, Washington, D. C. from 1941 - 1955; 
consultant to Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 1943 - 1955; also the Naval 
Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland from 1947 - 1955; member of the 
Research and Development Board, Washington, D. C. 1949 - 1953; a consultant 
to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 1949 - 1954; 
member from 1950 to 1955 of the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project, Washing
ton, D. C.; also in Washington a member of the Scientific Advisory Board, 
U. S. Air Force, Washington, D. C. 1951 - 1957; a member of the General 
Advisory Committee by presidential appointment 1952 - 1954; and on the Techni
cal Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy, Washington, D. C. 1953 - 1957 . 
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"Habilitations-schrift", Uoiv. of Berlin (1928), Cf. 30. 
zerlegung des Iotervalles io abzahlbar vIele kongruente Teilmengeo. 
Fund. Math., 11 (1928), pp. 230-238. 
Ein System algebraisch unabhB.ngiger Zahlen. Ma th. Ann. 99 (1928), 
p~. 134-141. 
Uber die Defioition durch transfinite Induktion, und vervandte Frageo 
del' allgemeinen Mengeolehre. Math. Ann., 99 (1928), pp. 313-391. 
Zur Theorie del' Gesel1echaftssplele. Math. Ann., 100 (1928), 
pp. 295-320. 
Die Axiomatisierurg del' Meogeolehre. Math. Zschr., 21 (1928), 
pp. 669-152. 
Zur Erklarun4 einiger Eigenschafteo del' Spektl'en sus del' 
Qusntenmechanik des Drehe1ektrons, I. With E. Wigner. Zschr. f. 
Phys., 41 (1928), pp. 203-220. 
Elnige Bemerkungen zur Diracacheo Theorie des Drehe1ektroos. Zschr. 
f. Phys., 48 (1928), pp. 868-881. 
Zur Erklarung einiger Eigenschafteo del' Spektreo aus del' Quanten
mechanik des Drehe1ektrons, II. With E. Wigne. , Zschr. f. Phys., 
49 (1928), pp. 13-94. Cf. 19 . 
Zur Erk1&run4 einiger Eigenschaften del' Spektren SUB del' 
Quantenmechanik des Drehe1ektl'ons, III . With E. Wigner. Zschr. f. 
Phys., 51 (1928), pp. 844-858. Cf. 19. 
tiber eine Widel'spruchfl'eiheitafrage del' sxiomatlschen Mengeolehre. 
Journ. f. Math., 160 (1929), pp. 221-241. 
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Uber die aaalytischen Etgenschaften von Gruppen I1nearer 
Transformatlonen und lhrer Darstellungen. Math. Zschr., 30 (1929), 
p'p. 3-42. 
Uber merkwurdlge diskrete Eigenwerte. With E. Wigner. Phys. _schr., 
)0 (1929), pp. 465-467. 
Uber das Verha1ten von Eigenwerten bei adiabatischen Prozessen. With 
E. Wigner. Phys. Zscbr., 30 (1929), pp . 467-470. 
Bewels des Ergodensatzes und des H-Theorems in der neuen Mechanik. 
Zschr. f. Phye., 57 (1929), np . 30-70. 
Zur a11geceinen Theorie des Maasses. Fund. Math., 13 (1~29), pp. 73-116. 
Zusatz zur Arbeit "Zur a11gemeinen .• • " Fund. Math., 13 (1929), p. 333. 
Cf. ~8 . 
Allgemeine Elgenwerttheorle Hermdtescber Funktiona1operatoren. Math. 
Ann., 102 (1929), pp. 49-131. 
Zur Algebra der Funktlonaloperatoren und Theorie der normalen Operatoren. 
Matb. }~n., 102 (1929), pp. 370-427. 
Zur Theorle der unbeschrankten ~~trlzen . Journ. f . Math . , 161 (1929), 
P'p. 208-236 . 
Uber einen Hilfssatz der Variationsrechnung. Hamb. Abh., 8 (1930), 
p'p. 28- 31. 
iJber Funktionen von Funktionaloperatoren. Ann. M6. t h ., 32 (1931), 
pp. 151-226. 
Algebrnische Reprasentanten der Funktionen "bls auf elne Menge vom 
Maasse Null . " JOlorn. f. Math., 161 (1:.31), pp. 109-115. 
Die Eindeutigkeit der Schrodingerschen Operatoren . Math. Ann., 104 
(1931), pp. 570-57S . 
Bemerkungen zu den Ausfuhrungen von ll~rrn St . Lesniewski uber meine 
Arbeit "Zur hlloertschen Bevelstneorie. " Fund. Math., 17 (1931), 
pp. 331-334. 
Die formalistische Grundlegung der Matnematik. Report to the Congre6s, 
K0nigsberg, Sept . 1931. Erkenntniss, 2 , pp. 116-121 . 
Zum Beweise des M!nkovskischen Satzes uber Linearf'onnen. Math. Zschr., 
30 (1~32), pp . 1-2. 
tiber adJungierte Funktionalope""toren. Ann. ~lath., 33 (1932), pp. 
2514- 310 . 
Proof of the quasi-ergodic hypothesis. NAB Proc., 18 (1932), pp. 70-82. 
Physical applications of the quasi-ergodic hypotoesis. NAB Proc., 
18 (1932), pp. 263-266. 
Oy°am!cal systema of continuous spectra. With H. O. Kovpman, NAB 
Proc., 18 (1932), pp. 255-263 . 
&oer einen Satz von Herrn M. H. Stone. Ann. Math., 33 (1932), pp. 
567-573-
£inige satze uber meSSDare Abbi1dungen. Ann. Math., 33 (1932), pp. 
574-586. 
Zur ~eratorenmethode in der klassiscllen Mecllanik. Ann. Math., 33 
(1932), pp. 587-642. 
lusatze zur Arbeit "Zur Operatorenmethode • • ."' Ann. Mata., 33 (1932), 
pp. 769-791. Cf. 46. 
• -lathematlscne Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik. J . Springer, Berlin 
(1932); Dover Publications, New York (1943); Presses Uni~ersitaires de 
France (1947); Instituto de Matoematicas "Jorge Juan", Madrid (1949); 
Translation f rom German ed. by Robert T. Beyer. Princeton University 
Press, 1955 . 
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Die EintUhrung analytischer Parameter in topologischen Gruppen. Ann. 
Math., 34 (1933), pp. 110-190. 
A koordioata-meres pontossag&nak hatarai az elektron Dirac-fele 
elmeleteben (&ber die Grenzen der Koordioatenmessungs-Genauigkeit in 
der Diracschen Theorie des Elektrons). Mat. es Termeszettud ••• 
Ertesito, 50 (1933), pp. 366- 385. 
On an algebraic generalization of the quantum mechanical formalism. 
With P. Jordan and E. Wigner. Ann. Math., 35 (1934), pp. 29-64. 
Zum Baarschen Maass in topologischen Gruppen. Compos. Math., 1 (1934), 
pp. 106-114. 
Almost periodic functions in a group. I. AMS Trans., 36 (1934), 
pp. 445-492. 
The Dirac equation in projective relativity. With A. H. Taub and O. 
Veblen. NAB Proc., 20 (1934), pp. 383-388. 
On complete topological spaces. AMS Trans., 31 (1935), pp. 1-20. 
Almost periodic functions in groups. II. With S. Bochner. AMS Trans., 
31 (1935), pp. 21-50. 
On compact solutions of operational-differential equations. I. With 
S. Bochner. Ann. Math., 36 (1935), pp. 255-291. 
Charakterisierung des Spektrums eines Integraloperators. Actualites 
Scient. et Ind. Series, No. 229. Exposes Math., publies a la memoire 
de J. Herbrand, No. 13, Paris (1935), 20 pp. 
On normal operators. lIAS Proc., 21 (1935), pp. 366-369. 
On inner products in linear, metric spaces. With P. Jordan. Ann. Math., 
36 (1935), pp. 119-123. 
The determination of representative elements in the residual classes 
of a Boolean algebra. With M. H. Stone. Fund. Math., 25 (1935), 
pp . 353-318. 
On a certain topology for rings of operators. Ann. Math., 31 (1936), 
pp. 111-115. 
On rings of operators. With F. J. Murray. Ann. Math., 31 (1936), 
pp. 116-229. 
On an algebraic generalization of the quantum mechanical formalism 
(Part I). Mat. Sbornik, 1 (1936), pp. 415-484. 
The uniqueness of Baar's measure. Mat. Sbornik, 1 (1936), pp. 121-134. 
The logic of quantum mechanics. With G. Blrkhott. Ann. Math., 31 
(1936), pp. 823-843. 
Continuous geometry. NAB Proc., 22 (1936), pp. 92-100. 
Examples of continuous geometries. NAS Proc., 22 (1936), pp. 101-108. 
On regular rings. NAS Proc., 22 (1936), pp. 101-113. 
On some analytic sets defined by transfinite induction. With C. 
Kuratovski. Ann. Math., 38 (1931), pp. 521-525. 
On rings of operators, II. With F. J. Murray. AMS Trans., 41 (1931), 
pp. 208-248. 
Some matrix-inequalities and metrlzation of matrix-spac~. Tomck. 
~niv. Rev., 1 (1931), pp. 286-300. 
L~er ein okonomisches Gleichungssystem und elne Verallgemeinerung des 
Brouverschen Fixpuoktsatzes. Erg. eines Math. ColI., Vienna, edited 
by K. Menger , 8 (193'(), pp. 13-83 . 
Algebraic theory of continuous geometries. NAB Proc., 23 (1931), 
pp. 16-22. 
Continuous rings and their arithmetics. NAS Froc., 23 (1931), 
pp. 341-349. 
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1938 75. On infinite direct products. Compos. Math., 6 (1938), pp. 1-77. 
1940 76. On the transitivity of perspective mappings. With I. Halperin. Ann. 

Math., 41 (1940), pp. 87-93. 
77. On rings of operators, III. Ann. Math., 41 (1940), pp. 94-161. 
78. Minimally almost periodic groups. With E. Wigner. Ann. Math., 41 

(1940), pp. 746-750. 
78.a. The estimation of the probable err~~ from successive differences. With 

R. H. Kent. Aberdeen Proving Grou~d, Md., Report No. 175 (1940), 19 pp. 
1941 79. The mean square successive difference. With R. H. Kent, H. R. 

Bellinson and B. I. Hart. Ann. Math. Stat., 12 (1941), pp. 153-162. 
80. Fourier integrals and metric geometry. With I.J. Schoenberg. AMS 

Trans., 50 (1941). pp. 226-251. 
81. Distribution of the ratio of the mean square successive difference to 

the variance. Ann. Math. Stat., 12 (1941), pp. 367-395. 
1942 82. A further remark concerning the distribution of the ratio of the mean 

square successive difference to the variance. Ann. Math. Stat., 13 
(1942), pp. 86-88. 

83. Operator methods in classical mechanics, II. With P. R. Halmos. Ann. 
Math., 43 (1942), pp. 332-350. 

84. The statistics of the gravitational field arising from a random 
distribution of stars, I. With S. Chandrasekhar. Astrophys. J., 95 
(1942), pp. 489-531. 

85. Tabulation of the probabilities for the ratio of the mean square 
successive difference to the variance. By B. I. Bart, with a note by 
J. von Neumann. Ann. Math. Stat., 13 (1942), pp. 207-214. 

86. Approximative properties of matrices of high finite order. Portuga1iae 
Math., 3 (1942), pp. 1-62. 

1943 87. On rings of operators, IV. With F. J. Murray. Ann. Math., 44 (1943), 
pp. 716-808. 

88. The statistics of the gravitational field arising from a random 
distribution of stars. II. The speed of fluctuations; dynamical 
friction; spatial correlations. With B. Chandrasekhar. Astrophys. 
J., 97 (1943), pp. 1-27. 

89. On some algebraical properties of operator rings. Ann. Math., 44 
(1943), pp . 709-715. 

1944 90. Theory of Games and Economic Behavior. With O. Morgenstern. Princeton 
Univ. Press (1944, 1947, 1953), 625 pp. 

1945 90.a. A model of general economic eqUilibrium. Rev. Economic Studies, 13 
(1), (1945-46), pp. 1-9. 

1946 91. Solution of linear systems of high order. With V. Bargmann and D. 
Montgomery. Report prepared for Navy BuOrd under Contract Nord-
9596 (25 Oct. 1946), 85 pp. 

92. Preliminary discussion of the logical design of an electronic 
computing instrument. Part I, Vol. I. With A. W. Burks and B. B. 
Goldstine. Report prepared for U. S. Army Ord. Dept. under Contract 
W-36-034-0RD-7481 (28 June 1946, 2nd ed. 2 Sept. 1947), 42 pp. 

92.a. The Cross-Space of Linear Transf ormations. II . With R. Schatten . 
Ann. Math. 47 (1946), p. 608. 

92 .b. The Cross-Space of Linear Transformations. III. With R. Schatten. 
Ann. Math. 49 (1948 ), p. 557 . 
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1947 93. The Mathematician. "The Works of the Mind". U. of Chicago Preas 
(1947), pp. 180-196. 

94. Numerical inverting of matrices of high order. With H. B. Goldetine. 
MAS Bull., 53 (1947), pp. 1021-1099. 

95. Planning and coding of problems for an electronic computing instrument. 
Part II, Vol. I. vith B. H. Goldstine. Report prepared for U. S. Army 
Ord. Dept. under Contract W-36-o)4 -0RD-7481 (1947), 6g pp. 

1948 96. Planning and coding of probleffi3 for an elec.ronic computing 1nstrument. 
Part II, Vol. II. With B. H. Goldstine. Report prepared for U. S. 
Army Ord. Dept. under Contract W-36-034-0RD-7481 (1948), 68 pp. 

97 . Planning and coding ot problems for an electronic compu.iug instrument. 
Part II, Vol. III. With H. H. Goldstine. Report prepared for U. S. 
Army Ord. Dept. under Contract W-36-v34-0RD--r481 (1;48), 23 pp. 

98. On tne theory of utationarl detonation waves, File No. Xl22 (20 Sept. 
1948) BRL, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., 26 pp. 

1949 99 . On rings of operators. Reduction Theory. Ann. lioath. 50 (1949), pp . 
401 -4&5. 

1950 100. A method for the numerical calculation of hydrodynamic shocks. Wi th 
R. D. Richtmyer. J. App. Pbys. 21 (1950), pp. 232-237. 

101. Functional Operators - Vol. I: .o\eaeures and Integrals. Ann. I.w.th. 
Studies, No. 21, 261 PPi Vol. II: The Geooetry of Orthogonal Spaces. 
Ann. Math. Studles, No. 22, 107 pp. l'l'1nceton U. Press (1950). 

102. Solution. of games by differential equatlons. With G. W. Brovo, 
"Contributions to the Tneory of Games". AllQ. Matn. Studies 1'10. 24, 
Princeton U. Press (1950), pp. 73-7~. 

103. StatiBtical treatment of values of !irst 2000 decimal digits of e and ot' Pi 
cal~ulated on the ENLAC. With N. C. Metropolis and G. Reitviesner. 
Math. 'rables and other Aids to '::omp., 4 (1~50), pp. 109-111. 

104. Numerical integration of the barotropic vorticity equation. With J. G. 
Charney and R. FJortoft. Tellus 2 (1950), pp . 237-254. 

105. A theorem on unitary representations of semldmple lie groups. With 
I. E. Segal. Ann. lolath. 52 (1:'50), pp. ~-517. 

1951 106. Eine Spektraltheorle tur allgemeine Operatoren eines unitaren Raumes. 
tuth. Nach. 4 (1950-51), pp. 258-281. 

107. The Future of High-Speed Computing. ? roc. , Camp. Sem., Dec. 1949, 
published and copyrighted by IBM (1951), p. 13. 

108. Discussion ot the existence and uniqueness or multiplicity of solutions 
of the aerod,ynwnicnl equations (Chap. 10) of tne "Problems of Cosmical 
Aerodynamics", Proceedings of toe Symposium on the Motion of Gaseous 
Masaes of Cosmi~~l Dimensions held at PariS, Aug. 16-19, 1949. 
Central Air Doc. Office (1951), pp. 75-84. 

109. Numeri cal inverting of matrices of high order, II. With a. H. 
Goldstine. AMS Proc. 2 (1951), pp. 188-202. 

110. Various techniques uBed in connection vith random digits, (Chap. 13) 
of proceedings of symposium on "Mont e Carlo Method" held June-July 
1949 in L08 Angeles. Nat'l. BuStandards, App11ed Math. Series 12 
(June 11, 1951), pp. 36-38. 

lll. The General u.nd Logical Theory of Automata. "Cerebral t'lechaniBms in 
Behavior -- The JiXOD Symposium", Sept. li48, Pasadena, edited by L. A. 
Jeffress. JolL.'l Wiley a .. d Sons, Inc., Nell York (1951 ), pp. 1-31. 
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l'i ve Note 8 on C<.>ntinuous Geometry , Prepareci by W. Gi vens tor use ot 
participants in 8emjnar at Univ. ot Tenn., summer 1952. Includes nos. 
66, 67, 68, 73, 74 . 
A certnin z~ro-oum tvo-person ~T.e equivalent to the optimal assignment 
problem. "Contribut ions t o the Theory of GWlleS", Vol. II. Ann . Math. 
Studies, No. 2A. Princeton Univ . Press 1953, pp . 5-12. 
TVo variants of poker . With D. G. Bill ies ann J. P. Mayberry. 
"Contributions to th", Theory of Garnes", Vol. II. Ann. i' ... th . Stu'li es, 
,fo . 28. Princeton Univ . Press 1953, pp. 13-5Z. 
Significance ot Loewne r' B theorem in t ne qUMtUt:1 1:heory of coll1sion8. 
With 1::. P . WIJ)'ler. Ann . Hath . 59 (1954), ;>p . 413- '-33. 
The Ro2.e of MathcI!1atic8 i n t he Scienct'~ and in tioci"ty . Address before 
AS80C. of Princeton Graduate luumDi , June 16, 19~'. 
A nwner ical tne tll" d to de termin<l optill!U14 strategy. l~llval lies. 
Lo.,;istlca Quarterly, 101. 1, No.2, Jure (1954), pp. 109-115. 
The NORC and Problep~ in Righ Sp~ed Comput ing . Sp~~ch a . tirst public 
~holollng of l ilM Naval Ordnance Research Calculator, Dec. 2, 1954. 
Entlolicklull8 u,ld Au snut1.ullC neu"rer " .. tbalJlltischer io\&scblnen . 
Arbaltsgemcinschaft fur Forschung ttes Landes Nordrbe1n-WoI>sttalen, Hett 
"5 . Dusseldorf, Sept. 15, 1954. 
CaIl we Survive Technology? l'ortune, June 1?Y3. 
0Il t.he Permutability of Self-AdJoint ~n.tors . . With A. Devinatz and 
A. E. Nuss'Laum. Ann. Math. 62 (11 55) , pp. 199-2')3 . 
l.·)ntin"ed Fraction l!oxpruls10n 01 2 /3. Wit .l ilry ..... l.t T\lc~er:ran . Math. 
Tabl~s and Other Aida to Computation, IX, No. 49, Jan. 1955. 
illas t ;.rav" Cblculation. With H. H. Gal,latine. COIllIn. rur" IUld Applied 
l·""t'l ., V<.>l . VIII (19J5i, pp. 327-353. 
Prubabiliatic Logll!s and t:,e Syntllede of 1Ieli&01" Organ1vIlU' trom 
Unrelia.ble Components . "Automata Studies", edited '.>:/ C. E. SMnnor. and 
J . iI.cCart.ty , Pr il1ceton Hniv . l'reS6 19)6, pp . 43-98 . 
Impact of Atomic Energy on the Physical and Chemical Sciences. Speecb at 
M.I.T. Alumni Day Symposium. Tech. Rev. Nov. 1955, pp. 15-17. 
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